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PREFACE.

A

S a great Part of the following Treatiſe conſiſts of Ob.

ſervations introductory to the Art therein taught, (the Ef

fentials of which are compriſed within the Compaſs of a

few Pages,) nothing more feems requiſite to be faid by Way of

Preface, than to aſſure the Public, that it contains what it pretends,

to wit, Mr. Byrom's Compleat Syftem of short-hand .

H
Mr. Byrom had not , it muſt be owned, abfolutely finiſhed any

Part of it for the Preſs ; but had , however, committed the whole

Method to Writing, and had alſo made ſome Progrels in drawing it

up in Form, enough to ſhew perfectly the Plan, upon which he in

tended to proceed . From his Manuſcripts, communicated by the

Family, it is now faithfully extracted , and publiſhed .

The World , indeed, bad been much better entertained, had it

received its perfe & Form, and laſt Poliſh from the maſterly Pen of

the ingenious Inventor ; and the Learned have particular Reaſon to

regret, that it did not ; as it appears by a great Variety of Ex

tracts from Greek and Roman Antiquity, found amongſt his Papers ,

that he had propoſed, by Way of Introduction , to have given a

literary Hiſtory of Short -hand, and ſhewn in what Eſtimation it

was held , and what Uſe was made of it, by the greateſt Geniuſes

of thoſe inquiſitive Ages.

6
.
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Mr. Byrom's great Learning, and particular Talents for a Work

of this Nature are too well known to need deſcanting upon here ;

but it may be fome Satisfaction and Entertainment to the Lovers of

Short -hand to be joformed , how he firſt came to think of it , and

what Steps he took , for a long Courſe of Years, in the Purfuit

of it .

The firſt Occaſion of turning his Attention that way aroſe

from his Acquaintance with the late Mr. Sharp, at Trinity College ,

Cambridge,
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Cambridge. This Gentleman's Father, at that Time Archbiſhop of

York , had recommended to his Son to make himſelf Maſter of

Short-hand , as an Art very uſeful and commodious . Incited by an

Authority ſo reſpectable, the two Friends applied themſelves to the

Study of the Method then in Vogue ; but Mr. Byrom was ſo dif

guſted with the Abſurdity, and Aukwardneſs of its Contrivance,

that he ſoon threw it aſide. Smitten however with the Idea of an

Art fo uſeful in Life, and ſo capable , in his opinion , of being

brought to much greater Perfection , he conſulted every thing that

could be procured , either in Print or Manuſcript, which had been

written upon the Subject; but finding them all, however differing

in trifling Circumſtances, equally arbitrary , inartificial, and de

fective in their firſt Principles , he reſolved to attempt a Syſtem of

his own, upon a more natural, rational , and philoſophical Plan .

The Rules he preſcribed to himſelf in the Execution of it were,

iſt, That all the fimple Sounds of the Language ſhould be denoted

by the ſhorteſt and ſimpleſt Strokes , or Marks in Nature . 2dly,

That thoſe Marks , which were the ſhorteſt, and eaſieſt to be formed,

fhould be aſſigned to the commoneſt Letters. 3dly , That thoſe

Letters , which moſt frequently occurred together, ſhould be de

noted by thoſe Marks , which were moſt eaſily joined . 4thly,

That all the Marks , of which any Word was compoſed, ſhould

be written without taking off the Pen , or permitting any of them

to riſe above, or ſink below two parallel Lines , within which the

Writing ſhould be always regularly and beautifully confined. And

laſtly, that all the Rules of Abbreviation ſhould be founded upon

the Properties of the Language, and expreſſed by the Letters

of the Alphabet only , without admitting of any arbitrary Marks

for that, or any other Purpoſe.

To unite ſo many different Perfections in one Scheme , and make

a conſiſtent Syſtem of the whole , was an Undertaking of ſuch Dif

ficulty and Labour, that Mr. Byrom himſelf, though excellently

well qualified for it by a very extenſive Knowledge of the Nature

of Language in general, and a thorough Acquaintance with the

Idiom and Properties of his own in particular , for a long time

deſpaired of being able to accompliſh it ; and it was by an inde

fatigable
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fatigable and obſtinate Perſeverance, in making , through the Courſe

of many Years, continual Trials , Alterations , and Amend

ments , that he at laſt ſucceeded to the Satisfaction of himſelf, and

a few learned and judicious Friends, to whom he communicated

his Invention .

The Curioſity of the Public was ſome Years after this , excited

towards Short- hand , by the Publication of Mr. Weſton's Method,

which occaſioned Mr. Byrom to reconſider, and retouch his own,

The Gentlemen , to whom it had been communicated , being very

ſenſible of the great Superiority it had over Mr. Weſton's, and

every other Method , adviſed him , upon this Occaſion, to pub

lith it ; which be, deſirous of making it as extenſively uſeful as

poſible, conſented to, and printed Propoſals accordingly.

But the World, too often amuſed with ſpecious Pretences to new

Diſcoveries and Improvements , ſeeming to require ſome previous

Evidence with Reſpect to this , it was thought adviſeable, that the

Publication ſhould be deferred , till it had been taught to a Num

ber of Gentlemen , who by their own Experience might be proper

Judges of its Merit , and enabled to give the World inconteſtable

Aſſurances of it.

This Plan Mr. Byrom perſued, and for ſeveral Years taught his

Art, in a private Way, to a conſiderable Number of Perſons of

Taſte and Judgment, who highly approved of it , and urged him

very earneſtly to conſent to the Publication of it . Their Deſire,

coinciding with his own of fixing a perfect Standard of Short - hand

for general Uſe, induced him to reſume his former Deſign ; and

the Gentlemen , bis Scholars , to remove any Doubt, which the Pub

lic might pollibly entertain of its Merit , drew up , and ſigned a

recommendatory Deſcription of it, which was then printed , and ,

for the Readers Satisfaction, is now ſubjoined to this Preface.

From this full and authentic Teſtimonial Mr. Byrom had Reaſon

to hope, that he ſhould be enabled to communicate his Invention

to the Public in a Way, which would render it of the greateſt ge

neral Uſe ; and many of his Friends and Scholars taking upon

с themſelves
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themſelves the whole Trouble of procuring Subſcriptions, he pub

liſhed Propoſals for printing it. But by the Death of Gentlemen ,

who had undertaken the Office of diſtributing Receipts , and other

unforeſeen Accidents , he was obliged to drop his Deſign, and never

afterwards reſumed it .

Upon Mr. Byrom's Deceaſe, ſome of his intimate Friends and

Scholars , who had been experimentally convinced of the Uſeful

neſs of his Method , and were afraid , that , without ſome authen

tic Publication of it, it might either be loſt, or at beſt imper

feetly handed down , applied to the Family for their conſent to the

printing it , which was immediately given , and all the Manuſcripts

relating to it put into their Hands.

Out of theſe Papers the following Treatiſe is , as was ſaid be

fore, compiled ; and the World may reſt aſſured, that they have

the whole of that Method of Short - hand , which Mr. Byrem in

vented and taught. As to any Faults or Defects in the Arrange

ment and Explication of the Rules of Abbreviation , the Editor

muſt take them upon himſelf, hoping however for ſome Indulgence

from the candid Reader , when the Difficulty of writing with Per

ſpicuity, and at the ſame Time due Conciſeneſs upon a Subject of

this Nature is confidered . - He lays Claim to no ſort of Merit,

but what is due to a diſintereſted Intention of perpetuating a very

uſeful Art , and doing ſome Honour to the Memory of an inge

nious and worthy Gentleman .

MT UW 242
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A General DESCRIPTION of

Mr. Byron's new Method of Short -Hand.

E whoſe Names are hereunto ſubſcribed, being ac

quainted with Mr. Byrom's Method of Short-Hand, and

convinced of its great Uſefulneſs in all the various

Branches of Buſineſs and Science , wherein Writing is concerned ,

have preſſed him to make it public : And that we may the better

engage others to favour this our Deſign, we have agrced to give

the following General Defcription of it , which, though it does not

convey a juſt and perfect Notion of this Method , may yet ſatisfy

the Reader, that it is an Iuvention quite new in its Kind, and

worthy of all Encouragement.

Mr. Byrom’s Method of Short- Hand may be termed, The Art

of expreffing all the words and Phraſes of the Engliſh Tongue by

a Character, which is perfectly regular and beautiful, and, as we

conceive, the fhorteſt poſlible.

It may perhaps be aſked, whether theſe are not inconſiſtent Pro

perties, and whether arbitrary Marks are not neceſſary to the

ſhorteſt Character poſſible ? But this , however plauſible it may ſeem

at firſt sight, is not true in Fact. On the contrary, the greateſt

poſſible Brevity does , from the Nature of the Thing itſelf, entirely

coincide with perfect Regularity and Beauty ; and this will appear,

whether we confider Mr. Byrom's Alphabet, his Marks for Words,

or his Contractions for Sentences .

His Alphabet conſiſts of the plaineſt and ſimpleſt Marks in Na .

ture ; the moſt common Letters are denoted by the moſt eaſy of

them ; and ſuch , as aremoſtfrequently combined in Pronunciation ,

by thoſe, which are moſt readily joined by the Pen : So that any Al .

phabet, which ſhould differ from this , would of Neceſſity be leſs

compendious ; as either repreſenting ſimple Letters by compound

C 2 Characters,
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Characters, or appropriating the ſimple Characters in a Manner leſs

ſuited to the uſual Occurrences and Combinations of the Leiters .

His Marks for Words are all formed out of the ſimple ones ,

which denote their reſpective Letters . As the Words have various

Lengths , Relations to , and Dependencies upon each other, ſo have

the Marks ; and , if this exact and beautiful Correſpondence were

deitroyed in any Inſtance, for the ſake of ſome fancied Advantage,

the Loſs, upon the whole , would be always greater than the Gain ;

for arbitrary Marks not only burden the Memory, and occaſion

much Difficulty and Confufion both in Writing and Reading ; but

there being no Rule, in ſuch Caſes, to be a Guide and Telt, the

Fancy would neither be able to invent all the proper Marks, nor

the Judgment to adjuſt them, as the greateſt Brevity ſhould require.

But the Adherence to Rule and Method has the greateſt Advan

tage in the Contractions for Sentences ; for a very few Things given

according to a certain Rule render a whole Sentence as preciſe and

determinate as a ſingle Word : And the Practice of Mr. Byrom's

Short Hand begets ſuch a Facility in decyphering from a few things

given , as is hardly to be imagined ; ſo that his Method is capable

of the greateſt Contractions, which yet are free from Uncertainty ,

eaſy to be made and read , applicable to all kind of Buſineſs, Arts,

or Sciences, and to Language in general ; at the ſame Time that

they exceed any arbitrary Characters in each particular,

It appears therefore, that perfect Beauty and Regularity are ſo

far from being inconſiſtent with the greateſt poſſible Brevity, that

they are the true and only Means of attaining it , and by theſe Mr.

Byrom has actually ſucceeded in the Invention and Eſtabliſhment of

Short -Hand .

It is very entertaining , in the Practice of this method, to ſee how

the Reaſons for each Rule offer themſelves to the Scholar's View ;

and how he himſelf, after a few natural and eaſy Hints given him ,

becomes , as it were, his own Teacher ; and diſcovers, that every

Conveniency and Advantage is deducible from the ſimpleſt and moſt

evident Principles , in a Maoner, which ai once ſatisfies the Judg

ment,
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ment, and fixes the Memory. And indeed, if it be, as we appre

hend it is , the ſhorteſt Character poſſible, every Degree of Expe

dition in Writing muſt be attained by it in the ſhorteſt Time poſſible.

However, it is not yet known , what is the utmoſt Expedition to

which a Perſon may arrive in it by Practice ; for it is at preſent con

fined to a few , and is therefore ſcarce applicable but to private Uſe,

whereas the Character itſelf is remarkably fitted for general Uſe,

inaſmuch as the Hands of different Writers are perfectly legible to

each other ; nay, it would be difficult to diſtinguiſh them , were

the Writers exact, evety Stroke being ſo determinate and ſignifi

cant, that there is no Room for thoſe Particularities, which render

other Hands unlike to each other.

Now were the Public ſo far acquainted with the Uſefulneſs of this

Character, as that it ſhould be commonly received in their Inter

courſes with each other , taught early to the Youth , and practiſed

by them , when they came to be Men of Letters and Buſineſs, the

Diſpatch arifing from it , and every other Advantage would increaſe,

in Proportion to the more general Reception of it .

And this is our chief Aim in the Application which we here make

to the Public_We would raiſe a Deſire in them for a Thing,

which we know they would deſire, were they aware of its Merit.

Mr. Byrom's Method was brought to ſuch Perfection, before he

communicated it to his Scholars, that they have not found Room

for any Alterations , notwithſtanding various Trials for that Pur

poſe. There is therefore nothing more wanting but a Number of

Learners , who , by putting in Practice the Method , which he has

compleated, may render Short - Hand univerſally ſerviceable.

The Rev. Mr.Edw . Abbot, Mar- |John Balls, Eſq;

ter ofMagdalen College, Camo John Baſkervyle, Efq;

bridge H. Bathurſt, Eſq; Member for

Richard Adams, Eſq; (now Ba Cirenceſter

ron Adams) John Bradſhaw , Eſq;

E. Bacon , Eſq ; Member for If. Hawkins Browne, Eſq;

Lynn Regis George Carter, Eſq;

The

.
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1

The Rev. Mr. Thomas Caitel Peter Legh, Eſq;

The Rev. Mr. John Clayton Sir Darcy Lever, L. L. D.

Dennis Clarke, Eſq; Ralph Leyceſter, of Toft, Eſq;

T. Clerke, Eſq; R. Lightfoot, Eſq;

Foſeph Clowes, Eſq ; George Lloyd, Eſq ;

Hambleton Cuftance, Erg; Robert Lowe, Eſq;

Dr. R. Davies, of Shrewsbury Dr. P. Mainwaring

Lord Delawar James Maſey, Eſq;

Charles Erſkine, Eſq; William Melmoth, jun . Efq;

James Erſkine, Eſq; Member William Mildmay, Eſq ;

for Stirling, &c. Thomas Nelſon, Eſq;

Francis Faquier, Eſq; The Rev. Mr. Caleb Parnham

Mart. Folks, Eſq; Preſident of C. Pratt, (now Lord Chancellor)

the Royal Society If. Preſton , Eſq;

Richard Fydell, Eſq; His Grace the Duke of Queen

Pierce Galliard, Eſq; berry

Edward Greaves , of Culcheth, Francis Reynolds, Eſq; Member

Eſq; for Lancaſter

The Rev. Mr. John Haddon Daniel Rich, Eſq;

Thomas Hall, Efq;
The Rev. Dr. Richardſon, Maſter

Mr. R. Hall
of Eman . College, Cambridge

Samuel Hammerfeley, Eſq ; Thomas Robinſon , Eſq;

7. Hardres, Eſq; W. Selwin , Eſq ;

Dr. D. Hartley,
The Rev. Dr. Robert Smith ,

Richard Hafel, Erg;
Profeſſor of Aſtronomy, and

Dr. B. Hoadly
Fellow (now Maſter) of Trio

Dr. 7. Hoadly, Chancellor of
nity College, Cambridge

Wincheſter Sir Robert Smyth

Robert Holden, Erg;
The Rev. Mr. John Swinton ,

The Rev. Dr. Francis Hooper J. Taylor, L. L. D. (Chancellor

John Houghton, Eiq ; of Lincoln, and Canon Refi

Richard Houghton, of Liver
dentiary of St. Paul's )

pool, Eſq; Rev. Mr. Venn Eyre, Rector of

George Kenyon, Eſq; Stambourn

William Knipe, Eſq; William Vere, Eſq;

T. Kyffine, Eſq; The Rev. Mr. William Walton

George Legh, Erg;

Thon
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Tho. Warner , Eſq; Taylor White, Eſq ;

George Weller, Eſq; Francis Wilkes, Eſq;

The Rev. Mr. Charles Weſley William Windham , Eſq ;

The Rev. Dr. Whalley, Maſter John Wood, jun . Eſq;

of Peter- Houſe, Cambridge Henry Wright, of Moberley, Erq;

7. White, Eſq; Member for The Rev. Mr. Henry Wrigley.

Retford

To theſe the following GENTLEMEN have now

added their Names.

The Right Hon. the Earl of Harbord Harbord, Eſq; Mem

Morton, Preſident of the Royal ber for Norwich

Society Duane, Eſq; of Lin

The Hon . Sir Joſeph Yates, one coln's Inn

of the Juſtices of the King's- Dr. J. Lloyd, F.R. S.

Bench Radclif Sidebotham , of the Mid

The Hon. Edwin Sandys, Eſq; dle Temple, Eſq ;

Member for Weſtminſter

5
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Page 14, Line the laſt, for c, 9, W, X, read c, q, W, V, y .

P. 26, L. 15 , for as read as.

P. 29 , L. 1 , for in read in .

P. 30, L, I , for always read always, when long.

P. 32 , L. 2 , for Sgnification read Signification.

P. 40 , L. 24 , for curve -line read curvilineal.

P. 68 , L. 12 , for godlily read godly.

In the laſt Page of Engraving but one, Line 2 , for Liilns read

Litlins .
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SHOR T - H AN D.

XHE Deſign of introducing a

Method of Short-hand, for ge

neral Ule, obliges me to lay be

fore the Public, not only the

Reſult of Endeavours to

***

my

bring that uſeful Art to Perfec

tion , but alſo the Reaſons, whereon the Prefer

ence of this to any other, which has been af

ſigned for that Purpoſe, is founded .

From the Time that my Attention to Short

hand was firſt raiſed , I had a great Opinion of

the Uſe, and Excellency of ſuch a Compen

dium ; but wondered much at the great Variety

of Books about it, and the obvious Defects of

allB 2
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all the Inſtructions, that I could meet with ,

either in Print, or Manuſcript, by which it had

been taught, or practiſed amongſt us . And

conceiving, that if a Method could be diſcovered

free from the ſeveral Inconveniencies obſervable

in all the Short-hands hitherto publiſhed, and

yet poſſeſſed of all the Advantages, which the

Nature of the Thing might admit of, it would

be an acceptable Preſent to the Public ; I re

ſolved, if poſſible, to find it out .

And that it was not impoſſible I ſuppoſed,

becauſe the beſt Alphabet, and the juſteſt Rules

for the Application of it, was all that was wan

ted ; the firſt apparently attainable by ſufficient

Trials, the other by the like Attention to the

Nature of Language in General, and of our

own in particular ; the Idiom of which coin

cides , more happily by far than that of others,

with the Nature of Short-hand .

The Defects, obſervable in all the common

Forms of it, may be reduced to theſe two.

Firſt, that they are ugly ; Secondly , that they

are arbitrary -- Qualities ſo directly oppoſite

to the main Things required , viz . Beauty, Bre

vity, and Method , that we muſt by all means

endeavour to avoid both ; or elſe we ſhall nei

ther write ſo well, nor read ſo readily, as other

wiſe we might.

It

1
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It is plain enough, that arbitrary Marks are

not ſo legible, as regular ones . But the Con

nection between the Beauty of Characters and

their Brevity, does not, perhaps, ſo imme

diately appear to a Learner; Nay even the

Teachers do not ſeem to have been aware of

it's Neceſſity. They are apt to ſay with the

Unexperience
d

, what ſignifies it how ugly they

are , if they be but ſhort ? whereas no Marks,

that join together ſo as to make an ugly dif

torted Appearance to the Eye, can ever be made

ſo quickly by the Pen , as thoſe which fall in

more neatly, and of Conſequence, more eaſily

and ſpeedily, with each other.

A Method conſiſting chiefly of arbitrary

Marks carries it's own Abſurdity along with it .

If any one is inclined to make Uſe of ſuch for

Secrecy, or any other Reaſon, he may chuſe

them for himſelf much better, than others can

for him ; and connecting them according to his

own particular Fancy, may perhaps more eaſily

remember them ; but as they are totally incon

fiſtent with our preſent Deſign, we muſt point

out the Way of making regular ones in their

Stead, which , without any Burthen to the Me

mory, will be ſhorter and eaſier upon the whole,

than ſuch , as are impoſed at Random, can be .

This will appear to be feaſible, by a right

Alphabet once eſtabliſhed, and always kept to,

and ſuitable Directions for the Uſe of it.

In
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In order to inveſtigate this Alphabet, we

have two Things to conſider ; Firſt, the Letters,

that occur in our Language ; and Secondly, the

Figures, by which they muſt ſeparately, or con

jointly, be expreft; feparately — that every ſingle

Letter
may have it's particular Figure aſſigned to

it, according to theFrequency of it's Occurrence ;

and conjointly- that ſuch Letters, as moſt

uſually meet together, may be denoted by Marks,

that unite moft eaſily and neatly with each

other : for the beſt Alphabet, it is evident, inuſt

be formed upon theſe Principles.

Our common Alphabet, even with reſpect

to Long-hand , is very defective; and our cuſ

tomary Application of it , or Spelling, mon

ſtrouſly abfurd : but upon that I ſhall nothere

dilate, it being ſufficient to obſerve, that, in

writing Short-hand , we are under no Obligation

to follow Cuſtom , where we can leave it with

Advantage ; nor to detert it , where any Ad

vantage may be got by following it . We are

at Liberty to make uſe of all Helps, which

Nature affords againſt Cuſtom ; or which Cuf

tom, or ſecond Nature as it is called, furniſhes

againſt the firſt; or even to diſregard both , if

we can ſecure our Point, without minding either.

To Inſtance in all the three Caſes -- Firit,

The Nature of Writing, that is, of expref

fing Sound by Figure, ſuppoſes that every Figure

has
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has it's correſpondent Sound . If therefore Cuf

tom has introduced more Figures than are ne

ceſſary for that Purpoſe, we are not at all obliged

to follow it ; for if the Figure, or Figures , that

we make uſe of, fufficiently diſcover to us the

Sound, or Words which we want, it is enough

-as bo, tho, nebor, or even nebr, is enough to

expreſs the Words Beau , though, Neighbour.

Secondly ; Cuſtom has limited the Number of

Vowels in our common Alphabet to five , where

as in Nature there are more ; and in fact, two

of theſe five are not fimple Vowels, but Dip

thongs, or Compoſitions of two fimple ones

each ; but as this cuſtomary Number happens

to be more commodious for our Purpoſe than

the natural, we are at Liberty to keep to it for

that Reaſon .

Thirdly ; Sometimes, even in our common

Long-hand, we depart both from Nature, and

from our Cuſtomary Alphabet ; as when we

borrow Words from other Languages, and re

tain the foreign Manner, both of writing and

pronouncing them—In the Words , Chaiſe, Ma

chine, &c . for Example, the ch in both is pro

nounced like our ſh. So We, in fome Inſtances,

may borrow one Figure for another of nearly

like Sound, if any eligible Convenience ſhall

reſult from it .

Alpha
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Alphabetical Writing is in itſelf, beyond all

Queſtion, the moſt regular and compendious.

Whether it was at firſt given by divine Inſpira

tion, or diſcovered by natural Reaſon ; whe

ther Moſes, or any antient Patriarch , or our

firſt Parent himſelf was the Receiver, or Inven

tor of it, has been Matter of much Enquiry

amongſt the Learned ; whoſe various Diſquiſi

tions upon the ſubject only ſerve to convince us,

that a Thing, in its Nature ſo ſimple, and in it's

Conſequences ſo uſeful, muſt be owing to the

Hand of Providence fome way or other ; but

that the Time of its firſt Riſe in the World

lies too remote from us, to be poſitively aſcer

tained .

Moſes, we know, received the ten Com

mandments in it from God himſelf; and many

Authors have contended, that he not only re

ceived the Law from him, but the Alphabet

likewiſe, whereby that Law was, (and ſtill con

tinues to be) written . But it's preſent Cha

racters, whether Jewiſh or Samaritan , afford

11s no viſible Inducement to be of their Opinion :

and as neither he himſelf, nor any of the ſuc

ceeding Prophets have any where affirmed this,

the Denial of it's previous Uſe has more of

Conjecture, than Solidity in it . It is neceſſary

to urge the Authority of Heaven for the Com

mands, which are perfectly worthy of it, but

hardly for theſe Characters, the Imperfections

of

i

1
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of which ſeem rather to betoken' human Cuf

tom, than divine Appointment : One might as

well urge it for adopting that kind of Compen

dium, which runs through the Writings of

Moſes, and the Prophets, and is the Occaſion

of this Mention of them , viz . that, which a

riſes from the frequent Omiſſion of the Vowels

in Hebrew ; which in any Language, and par

ticularly in ours, may very often be ſpared,

without any Impediment to the Reader.

For this Reaſon, and for others which will

appear hereafter, we do not admit of any
lineal

Marks for Vowels in our Alphabet, but ex

preſs them, when requiſite, by a Point or Dot

in five Places, before or after the Character
ap

propriated to any particular Conſonant, as the

common Short-hand Writers very frequently

do ; though they have alſo allotted otherMarks

for Vowels, not conſidering, what Inconvenien

cies that needleſs Expence was attended with,

nor the Advantages accruing froin a more pro

vident Diſpoſal. (a)

Our

(a) In moſt of the conimon Methods of Short -hand, The

Vowels are repreſented in three different Manners .

Firſt, When Final , they are denoted by Dots in five diſtinct

Places after the laſt Conſonant.

Secondly, When Intermediate , by taking off the Pen , and draw

ing the following Conſonant from that Place after the preceding

one, which the Vowel would have occupied had it been a final

one .--- A Contrivance this, that fruſtrates the main Intention of

Short
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Our Alphabet therefore, as the Hebrew by

the miſtaken Grammarians is ſuppoſed to do,

will conſiſt of Conſonants only, which running

neatly into each other, will form the Marks for

Words ; all the Conſonants of which are to be

expreſſed in the moſt expeditious Manner por

ſible , without taking off the Pen at each, or

any Occurrence of a Vowel , which , if requi

ſite to diſtinguiſh the Word, is to be punctuated

afterwards: for whenever we interrupt the con

nection of Conſonants in any Word, it is to

obtain a more expeditious, but ſtill regular Way

of expreſſing it, than by all it's Conſonants.

The leading Part of a Word, nay even the

initial Conſonant, is very often ſufficient to dif

cover the reſt ; and whole Phraſes are alſo , in

numberleſs Inſtances, diſtinguiſhable enough

by

Short-hand ; as nothing is a greater Obſtacle to Expedition, than

ſuch frequent taking off the Pen .

Thirdly , When Initial , they are repreſented by five of the Li

neal Marks. In the ſcarcity of ſimple Marks, This needleſs Ex

pence forced the Inventors, either to repreſent ſingle Conſonants

by complex Marks , or by enlarging or diminiſhing the Character :

The firſt occaſions not only Delay in writing, but alſo Ambi.

guity in the Reading , it not being eaſy to diſtinguiſh whether the

complex Mark fignifies one, or two Letters. And the other Con

trivance is liable to the fame Objection of Ambiguity , fince it is

hardly poſſible to preſerve ſuch exact Proportions in ſwift Writing ;

Whereas all the Vowels , whether initial , intermediate, or final,

may be very commodiouly exprelled by the different situation of

the Dot.
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by a regular Connection of their firſt Conſo

nants . And this will be the Ground and Source

of innumerable Contractions, ariſing in juſt

Proportion to our Want of them , that is, to

the more or leſs frequent Occurrence of the

Phraſes to be ſo contracted .

Theſe general Obſervations being premiſed ,

let us go on with the Conſideration of an Al

phabet for Short-hand ; wherein (the Vowels

being expreſt by Points, whenever they are

wanted ) the plaineſt and ſimpleſt Marks in

Nature are to be ſo adjuſted to the Conſonants,

as to produce, upon the whole, from their mu

tual Combinations, the moſt neat and lineal,

and , of courſe, the moſt eaſy, expeditious , and

legible Method of writing Short-hand . For in

Fact, I muſt repeat it, the Beauty of the Cha

racter is a principal Thing to be attended to ;

and by an obſtinate Attention to it many ſeem

ing Impoſſibilities have been overcome . There

is hardly any Short-hand , but what has pre

tended , at it's firſt ſetting out, to be lineal ; and

ſhewn immediately, by it's own criſty -croſty

Pot-hooks and Ladles, how far it was from it.

To be lineal , indeed, no Character ought to

exceed the Limits of two parallel Lines , with

in which the Writing ſhould run horizontally

along, yet without being crovided , ſo as to

render the diminutive Strokes indiſtinct or ille

С
gible
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gible—A Defect, which , like arbitrary Marks,

creates, upon a little Intermiſſion, ſuch an Ob

ſcurity, that even the Writer is hardly able,

with long Poring, to read his own Papers ; much

leſs can any one decypher another’s Writing :

which has often proved a detriment, not only

to private Perſons, but alſo to the Public ; and

raiſed an Objection to Short-hand , which , while

it continues to be ſo various, confuſed, and arbi

trary, is indeed of ſome Force ; but upon the

Admiſion of one clear, and regular Syſtem , all

Objections vanilh .

The Alphabet being the Foundation, upon

which all the reſt muſt depend , the greateſt

Care muſt be taken , in the firſt place, to eſta

bliſh this in the beſt and moſt ſolid Manner : and

yet we find, that the Inventors of the ſeveral

Methods of Short-hand, hitherto publiſhed,

have neglected it ; and, to remedy the Incon

veniencies ariſing from this Defect, have be

ſtowed great Pains in contriving numberleſs ar

bitrary Marks for particular Words and Phraſes.

It has unfortunately happened, that thoſe Gen

tlemen, who have applied themſelves to the

Study of this Art, have not been ſufficiently

attentive to the Nature of Language in general,

and our own in particular ; from an accurate

Knowledge of which only a proper Alphabet

can ever be formed.

An
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An Alphabet for Short-hand , to be a good

one, muſt be formed upon theſe juſt and natural

Principles—viz. that all the ſimple Sounds, oc

curring in the Language, to which it is to be

particularly adapted, be repreſented by as fim

ple and eaſy Marks, as can be invented : but

as amongſt a Number of ſimple and eaſy ones,

there will be found ſome more, ſome leſs ſo, it

is further requiſite, firſt - that the moſt ſimple

and eaſy be appropriated to thoſe Sounds, which

occur the ofteneſt ; and ſecondly — that thoſe

Letters, which are moſt frequently combined,

be denoted by thoſe Marks, which moſt eaſily

unite.

Theſe Principles evidently oblige us, not only

to reject the very complex Marks eſtabliſhed by

Cuſtom for Conſonants in our common Alpha

bet, but alſo thoſe Conſonants themſelves, whoſe

Sound may always be ſignified by others , (ex

cept ſome particular Convenience will ariſe by

retaining ſome of them ); and further to pro

vide ſimple Marks for ſuch ſimple Sounds, as

are , in the cuſtomary Way of Writing, repre

ſented by two Conſonants a piece. For which

Reaſon , it will be proper to examine the Al

phabet, and to fix the Number of Confonants,

before we proceed to inveſtigate the Marks,

which are to repreſent them .

C 2 The
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The Conſonants, according to our uſual

Reckoning , are theſe, b, c, d f, g, h, j, k, l.

m , n , p, q, r, s , t , v, w, x , y. 2. - Accord

ing to Nature, and the moſt orderly Situa

tion to view them in , they may be thus exhi

bited .

3 4

P, b, f, v,

S, Z, Sh, zh, m, n, l, r , b,

t, d , tb, db,

I 2

k,
3 cb , j.

In this View the Relation, or Affinity of the

Letters to one another, becomes more obſerva

ble . That between the Letters of the firſt and

ſecond Rank, and alſo between thoſe of the

third and fourth , is ſo near, that the Welch

generally pronounce thoſe of the firſt Rank, in

ſtead of thoſe of the ſecond, and the Inhabi

tants of Somerſetſhire, on the contrary, thoſe

of the fourth , inſtead of the third ; the firſt

pronouncing the Word God, as if it had been

written Kot, the other, for, as vor.

*

The Number is the ſame in both Alphabets,

viz . twenty-one-But Cuſtom differs from Na

ture in inſerting the Letters, C , 9, w, x, and in

cq vi Vomitting

* The curious Reader may ſee this Matter more fully diſcuſſed

and explained in A Letter to the Preſident of the Royal Sociery ;

containing fome Remarks on Mr. Lodwick's Alphabet, vid . Philos.

Trans . No. 488 .
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omitting the ſh , zby th, dh, ch : for, c, having

always the Sound either of k, or s ; q, that of

koo ; w, of 00 ; x, of ks ; and y of i; in an Al

phabet, according to Nature, none of theſe

could have found a Place . And ſh, zh, th, dh,

ch, really repreſenting ſingle conſonantal Sounds ,

( as much as ph does, whoſe Power is that off,)

ought all to have been inſerted , and denotedby

ſingle Characters ; as moſt of them are in the

Alphabets of other Languages . Dh and th dif

fer very ſenſibly in Sound , as may be per

ceived in the Words thy, Thigh, this, Thiſtle,

&c. and were formerly in our old Saxon repre

ſented by two different ſingle Letters, as of or

Đ , and p . This Diſtinction , indeed, in Proceſs

of Time came to be, in ſome Degree, neglected,

they ſometimes uſing ' s for P , or vice verſa :

but becauſe the old Character for our O Theta,

I
may call it, was ſomething like our preſent

y, we to this Day often write ys. yt. ym . for

this, that, them. Now the leading Printers,

not having either of theſe Conſonants in their

own Language, had made no Types for them ;

ſo that, when they came to print Engliſh , they

were obliged to ſupply both their Places , by

the Types for t and h combined ; by which

means theſe two ſingle Letters probably were

dropt .

as

The natural Alphabet, therefore, might have

been taken for our Short -hand one, rejecting

the
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the ſuperfluous Letters C , q, W, x, y, and in

ſerting in their Stead, ph, zh, th, dh , ch ; but

having ſome Marks, that were not conveniently

applicable to any other Purpoſe, and it being a

Compendium to repreſent two Letters by a ſin

gle Character, as in the g and x, and ſome Eaſe

to the Reader to retain at the Beginning of

Words the w and y, to which he has been long

accuſtomed ; we ſhall, totally rejecting the c,

appropriate diſtinct Marks to denote q, x, w,

y, when they are initial Letters ; not ſcrupling

however in other Situations, if it prove more

convenient, to denote them by k, ks, 00, and i

reſpectively.

Zh never had any particular Mark to ſignify

it by ; and Cuſtom has, for a long Period of

Time, ceaſed to make any Diſtinction in Writ

ing between the th and dh : and as the Adhe

rence to Nature in making nice Diſtinctions,

where Cuſtom has not, would be ſo far, in this

Caſe, from ſerving any valuable Purpoſe of

Short-hand , that it would rather, on the con

trary , render the learning to write and read it,

more difficult, we have, in Purſuance of our

Plan , complied with Cuſtom , in dropping the

zh, and marking the Sounds, both of th and db,

by the fame Character.

S and z bear the fame Relation to each other,

that the th and dh do ; and the Sound of z in

our
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our cuſtomary Way of Writing is very fre

quently expreſſed by s, except in Caſes, when

it occurs at the Beginning of Words, which

happen but very feldom . Theſe Confiderations

induced us to ſecure the great Convenience,

which ariſes from fignifying both s and z by

one Mark. And , for a like Reaſon , we ſhall

make one Mark repreſentative both off and v.

The Senſe of the Place will eaſily diſcover, to

a Man tolerably acquainted with Engliſh , which

of the two it muſt there repreſent; and the

Reader will be taught, when the Characters

are appropriated to the Conſonants, how, in

moſt Caſes, entirely to remove any little Ambi

guity, that poſſibly might ariſe from it.-Our

Alphabet will then, conſiſt of the following

Conſonants, viz . b, d , fv, g, h, j, k, l, m,

n, p, q, r , s, t, w, x, y, ch, mh, th.

1

TheNumber of ourConſonants being thus ſet

tled, and the Reaſons for fixing upon that Num

ber being given ; the next Buſineſs muſt be, to

invent as many ſimple Marks, eaſy to be made

and diſtinguiſhed from each other, as are ne

ceſſarily required to repreſent them . They

muſt be ſimple, if Brevity be conſulted , to which

the Inventors of the common Alphabets in all

Languages ſeem to have paid little Regard ;

and they muſt be eaſily diſtinguiſhable from

each other, to avoid the Confuſion ariſing from

miſtaking one Letter for another, a Confuſion

ſcarce

1

1

+
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ſcarce avoidable in
any Short-hand Alphabet,

hitherto publiſhed , when there is a Neceſſity of

writing with Speed .

Nature affords us four ſtreight Lines, ſuffi

ciently diſtinguiſhable from each other, by their

horizontal , perpendicular, and inclined Poſition,

to execute our deſign by, viz . - ' , \ ;

but it affords only theſe four. In this ſcarcity

of ſtreight Lines, Recourſe muſt be had to

curved ones, for a further ſupply. The four

ſtreight Lines bent in the following Manner,

that is to ſay, the horizontal upwards and

downwards , the perpendicular and inclined

ones to the Right and Left, will each of them

furniſh two more very good Short-hand Marks .

The Number of Marks thus encreaſed ſtill

falls ſhort of ſupplying our Wants . The beſt

Expedient, to remedy this Defect, is the Addi

tion of a little Twirl to the Beginning of as

many of the foregoing Marks , as there will be

Occaſion for. It is eaſily and quickly made,

when the Marks are formed ſeparately ; and the

twirled Marks are joined to preceding ones in

as little Time, as the plain ones .
This will

be beſt underſtood by viewing them placed in

the following Order.

1 I

) , "

9

ge

A

9
0

9
0
2
0
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A fufficient Number of proper Marks being

thus obtained it remains , that each of them be

appropriated to the particular Conſonant, which

it is to repreſent. Eaſy as this may ſeem , it

is, however, a Point of the greateſt Nicety ;

and demands, not only the moſt careful Con

ſideration , but alſo the moſt affiduous Appli

cation to continual Trials and Alterations. And

yet, from the unſkilful Allotment of the Cha.

racters in all the Short-hand Alphabets hitherto

publiſhed , one would be tempted to believe,

that the Inventors had beſtowed no Thought at

all about it ; but had diſtributed them amongſt

the Letters hap-hazard, without having any

Reaſon for appropriating their Marks to one

particular Letter, rather than to another. No

Wonder then , that their Letters, when joined

together, ſhould run above, or below the line,

and make ſuch aukward , ugly, diſtorted Fi.

gures . The right Adjuſtment of the Charac

ters to the Letters is, not only as difficult, but

alſo as neceſſary a Point to be ſecured, as any

in the whole Art ; for by failing in that Reſpect,

a very bad Alphabet would be formed out of

the beſt choſen Marks . A Short-hand Alpha

bet may have all its Characters ſimple, eaſy, and

diſtinguiſhable, when ſeparately formed, and

yet not be a perfect one. To merit that Title,

it is further requiſite, that they be ſo contrived

and adjuſted, that all the Conſonants occurring

in any Word, may be eaſily, beautifully, and

D inter
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Necefinterlineally joined together, without taking off

the Pen . Experience has taught quick Writers ,

even of Long -hand, that the joining all the

Letters of a Word together contributes much

to Diſpatch , though they are obliged to make

little additional Strokes, for that Purpoſe.

by the

T

alſo

pre

oth

L
Let us then confider, to what particular Con

fonant each of our Marks is to be appropriated ;

and begin with the four ſtreight Lines, viz.

| /

The firſt of theſe Lines, viz. the horizontal,

as it goes ſtreight forwards, can never exceed

the Limits of the given Parallels, whatever

Part it begins from ; and therefore, in a Short

hand formed for lineal Beauty, it muſt be ap

propriated to that Conſonant, which, of all

others, occurs the ofteneſt, and challenges, of

Right, the moſt commodious Character for Beau

ty and Diſpatch. Now the Conſonant, that

occurs the moſt frequently in our Language (and

perhaps in moſt others) is the s ; which has a

Property , peculiar to itſelf, of mixing with

Other Conſonants, before or after it, without

the Intervention of a Vowel. The plural Num

ber of moſt of our Subſtantives, and the third

Perſon ſingular of our Verbs are formed by it,

which muſt occaſion the moſt frequent Repeti

tion of it ; ſo that, being undoubtedly the com

moneſt of all our Conſonants, it muſt, of

Neceffity
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Neceſſity, be denoted , in the beſt Short- hand,

by the horizontal ſtreight Line, thus,

The ſecond ſtreight Line, or perpendicular, is

alſo a very eaſy Mark, and , ſeparately made, even

preferable to the other ; but, as in Union with

others, it may endanger our deſcending below the

Line, it muſt therefore be allotted to a common

Conſonant; and one alſo , that will the leaſt oc

caſion us to run that Hazard . Now the t has,

in Fact, theſe and other Properties, that entitle

it to this perpendicular ſtreight Line, 1 .

The third ſtreight Line, by its peculiar In

clination , is adapted to a very eaſy and conveni

ent joining with other Characters ; becauſe our

cuſtomary Method of inclining the Letters,

in common Writing, teaches us to form it with

equal Readineſs upwards, or downwards, as the

keeping the previous, or following Marks within

the preſcribed Parallels, ſhall require. The

Conſonant therefore, that Claims this Character,

is the r, which makes ſo many of our double

Conſonants (as we call them) ; and admits any

other ſingle one to follow it immediately. The

ſtreight Line then , which flopes downwards to

the left, as 1 , is r.

The laſt Line of the four ſtreight ones, by

it's Direction or Slope to the Right, is aukward

to make (and therefore never is made) upwards,

like the foregoing, to which it unites the moſt

D 2
readily
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readily. It's Properties, upon Trial, ſuit beſt

with the Occurrency of the Conſonantf. The

ſtreight Line deſcending to the Right, as \ , is

thereforef, or ve

The Twirl being formed to the Left Hand

in theſe four Marks 9 , 9,7,9 , diſqualifies

them from an eaſy Junction with any preceding

Conſonant — They muſt, for that Reaſon then,

be aſſigned to ſuch Conſonants, as occur the

ſeldomeſt in the Middle, or at the End of

Words ; or to fuch , as may be otherwiſe ſignis

fied, when they do occur in ſuch Situations ,

Now the b, or j, are rarely to be met with in

the Middle of Words, unleſs immediately pre

ceded by ſome Prepoſition , as inhabit, rejeet,

&c, in which Caſe, the Reader will be taught

hereafter how to write them . And when x and

y are not at the Beginning of Words, they may

be expreſſed by ks, and the Dot for the Vowel

i reſpectively . The Properties of theſe four

Letters agreeing well with thoſe of the four

Marks , lụckily point out a Uſe for four eafy

Characters, which could not however have been

conveniently allotted to any other Conſonants ;

and the following Appropriation of them upon

Trial , is found to be the moſt commodious, viz,

9 b, 9j, Y x, y.

K is a very common Confonant, and the Fre

quency of its Occurrence will be much en

creaſed
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creaſed by its being made ſo often repreſentative

of the rejected c, and ks ofx ; a Character, there

fore, which is not only eaſy to be made, but

which will alſo join readily with all the reſt,

without running either above, or below the

Line, muſt be appropriated to it. The hori.

zontal ſtreight Line, with the additional Twirl,

will, for theſe Reaſons, be the moſt commodious,

But, as the diſtinguiſhing the k and q, at the

Beginning of Words eſpecially, will, in ſome

Degree, facilitate the Reading ; the horizontal

ſtreight Line, with the Twirl above thus,

is made for k , with the Twirl below thus

for
9, when they are initial Letters. In all

other Caſes the Marks and are uſed
pro

miſcuouſly for k or q , whenever a more eaſy,

beautiful Junction may , by that Means, be ob

tained ; the one joining evidently much better

with the Characters, which are written upwards,

the other with thoſe downwards as y L.

But to give a Detail of all the Reaſons, for

the Appropriation of each particular Mark to

each Conſonant, would prove tedious to the

Reader, and draw out this Treatiſe to an undue

Length .- Moſt of them cannot eſcape the Ob

fervation of an attentive Practiſer, as he goes

along. It will , therefore, be ſufficient to aſſure

the Reader, that no Pains has been ſpared to

adjuſt our Alphabet to the utmoſt Nicety, by

fuch an exact Attention to continual Trials and

Amend

1
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Amendments, as was neceſſary to aſcertain the

Preference of the Diſpoſition of the Characters

in it, to any other, that could poſſibly have

been pitched upon, amongſt that almoſt infinite

Variety, into which they might have been

thrown ; and that, if he has the Curioſity to

make the Experiment, he will find, that no

Change can be made in the Allotment of the

Marks, but what will be attended with confi

derable Diſadvantage.

.

As it may be of ſome Uſe to view Things in

different Lights, a Table is here ſubjoined of

all the Short-hand Marks, placed in the Order

obſerved in forming them, together with the

Conſonants, which they ſtand for, affixed to

each . They will be hereafter given in the com

mon alphabetical Order.

sz ,

Fo,

) P, 2 b, b ,

( d, rth, 1 th ,

9 b , 9X,
y ,

pw, pi, fl,

nch, 9 j,

e 8 , eb.

1
0

d
b

n,

k,

9,

1

Two Marks are allotted both to the b , and

the l, to wit, to b, and go to l ; the

better Marks, when ſeparately formed , viz.

no, not joining well, either with each other, or

with the Mark aſſigned to the r ; which Con

ſonants,
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ſonants , however, are very frequently combined ;

in which Caſes, the uſing of the other Marks,

viz . I will procure an eaſy and elegant

Junction, as 7 bl, a lb, V br, V Ir, A

rb, Xrl. For a like Reaſon , two Marks are

given to the th , to witr ( ; but the latter

Mark, l, not being ſo eaſily formed, by Rea

ſon of the cuſtomary Way of leaning the Let

ters to the Left Hand in common Writing, the

Learner will be taught hereafter, how he may ,

for the moſt part, avoid it.

The Mark appointed for w is always to be

uſed, when it is an initial Letter ; in other Si

tuations we fcruple not to expreſs it by a Dot

in the oor ou ' Place, writing v Paur for Power ;

eſpecially if it joins not well with the preceding

Conſonant, or no great Ambiguity ariſes thereby.

The Marks being thus adjuſted to the parti

cular Conſonants, which they are to repreſent,

let us ſee, how any precedent, ſubſequent, or

intermediate Vowel may be affixed to any of

theſe Conſonants, as Occaſion ſhall require.

In ſeparate Letters there is no Difficulty ,

there being five diſtinguiſhable Places for any

given Vowel or Point, either preceding, or fol

lowing the Conſonant ; reckoning therefore the

Vowels, a , e, i, o, u, according to the eſta

bliſhed Number and Sequence, a is to be placed

at
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1

at the Beginning of the Confonant, e at the End

of the firſt Quarter, i at the End of the ſecond

Quarter, that is the Middle, o at the End of

the third Quarter, and u at the End of the Con

fonant itſelf.

In the perpendicular and inclined Letters,

the Vowels, which precede, are placed upon

the Left Hand ; thoſe, which follow , upon the

Right, becauſe we write from Left to Right,

as for Example, 1 at , 1 et , 1 it, lot,

ut, i ta, i te, 1 ti, k to, 1 tu.

In the horizontal Letters o bo , the Vo

wels, which precede, are placed above ; thoſe

which follow , below ; becauſe we write from

Top to Bottom ; as - as, - es, - is,

- us, -ſa, - fe, - fi, ſo, -fu.

and OS,

In the ſemicircular Letters une, the

Vowels a , i, o, u, are placed upon the Left Hand,

the i, above, when they precede, and the con

trary when they follow , agreeably to the two

foregoing Remarks, as mam, nem , “ im ,

um, o ma, o me, a mi, o mo,
nom,

n mu.

A Vowel between two Conſonants may be

referred to either, and therefore ſeems to have

two Places ; but in Letters, which form an

Angle when joined, this is the Caſe of i only ;

for
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for a, and e, can only be placed immediately

after the firſt Conſonant, o and u, only before

the laſt ; left a and e, if placed before the laſt,

ſhould , in the narrow Part of the Angle, be

confounded with u and o after the firſt, as A

rat, Aret, A rit, A rit, A rot, A rut,

This twofold Place of i may be of uſe in

diſtinguiſhing, when thought neceſſary, the

ſhort i from the long one, by making it ſhort,

when placed immediately after the firſt Conſo

nant, long, when before the ſecond, as " 7 quit,

7 quite.

The great Difficulty of learning the true

Pronunciation of our Language, occaſioned

chiefly by our perplexed, various, and confuſed

Way of Spelling, has been always Matter of

much Complaint with all Foreigners, who have

attempted to learn it . But this abſurd Irregu

larity is by far the moſt remarkable, in the

cuſtomary Management, or rather Miſmanage

ment of the Vowels. It is hardly poſſible to

give a Rule for them , againſt which the Ex

ceptions will not be almoſt as numerous, as the

agreeing Inſtances. How frequently do we put

two, nay ſometimes three Vowels, to expreſs

the Sound of one only ? What, for Example,

has the e and a to do in the Word Beauty ? The

Short-hand, Writer however, is not embarraſſed

with any of theſe Difficulties. He, totally diſre

E

garding
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garding the common Way of Spelling, is to

inſert only ſuch Letters, as are pronounced ; and

muſt conſequently write the Word Beauty thus,

Buty. But the Inſertion of more Vowels, than

are neceſſary to the Sound , is not the only In

ſtance of Irregularity to be met with There

being more than five Vowel Sounds in our

Language ; and Cuſtom , having allotted only

five Letters to ſignify them all by, often makes

one Vowel expreſs two or three different ones,

nay even Dipthongs'or Combinations of Vowels .

We therefore, taking the Advantage, which

Cuſtom in this caſe affords us , ſhall extend

the Power of our Dots or Points to the ſame

Degree . The Fairneſs and Propriety of doing

this, will more fully appear, upon a particu

lar Examination of all the Vowels; in their

Order.

And firſt, in common Writing, the Letter

a has three Powers, viz . that of a, of ai or

ay , and of au or aw , as in the Words Father ,

Fable, fall, or Amen, able, Altar, which are

pronounced all one, as if they had been writ

ten , Father, Faible, faul, or Amen , aible, Aul

tar ; ſo that we are fairly authorized to extend

the Power of our Vowel or Point to the ſame

Degree, in all other Inſtances.

The Vowel e fometimes expreſſes fingly the

Sound , that two of them are often made for, as

ร
ใจ
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in, be, me, we, where its Sound is the ſame as

that of two es, as in Fee, Tree, agree, &c.

We are, therefore, free to uſe one e in this Caſe,

whenever it ſuits our Purpoſe, as well as for

ea, ey, ei, eo ; for of what Uſe is the latter of

theſe Vowels in Pea , Prey, Heifer, People, but

to puzzle Children and Foreigners ?

The ſame Irregularity and Confuſion is obferv

able, in the cuſtomary Management of the other

Vowels, i, o, and u ; they each of them fingly

expreſſing ſeveral different Sounds, which alſo

are dénoted, at other Times, by ſeveral different

Combinations of them . The Vowel i, for In

ſtance, when it is ſhort, is founded in Engliſh

as ee , agreeable to the Pronunciation of it in

moſt foreign Languages ; when long , it has al

ways the Sound of a Dipthong, or Combination

of the two Vowel Sounds, (which we might

expreſs by the open a or au, and the ſhort i or

ee) which Sound or Dipthong is alſo ſometimes

expreſſed by oi, as fill, file, foil, fin, fine, foin .

In like Manner, the Vowel o has ſeveral

different Sounds, as in the Words Pol, Pole,

do ; the Sound of the o in Pole, is ſometimes

expreſſed by ow , as to fow , ſometimes by wo,

as Sword, ſometimes by oa as Foal ; its Sound

in do, by 00, wo, and ough, as too, two,

through.

AndE 2
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uAnd laſtly , the Sound of u (which is always whir Care

really a Dipthong, expreſſible by the Combina

tion of the two Vowel Sounds ee and 00) is de

noted in a great Variety of Ways, in our com

mon Spelling, viz . by u, ue, eu , ew, ieu , iew , ugh,

eau, you, as in the Words Iune, due, few , adieu ,

view , Hugh, Beauty, you.
We are therefore

certainly at Liberty to repreſent all theſe by a

Point, in the Place of the Vowel u ; and thus

not only all the ſingle Vowels, but all the Com

binations of them are expreſſible by the ſhorteſt

and eaſieſt of all Marks, viz . a Dot in the

Place of the Vowel of neareſt Sound.

We will now proceed to examine, what fur

ther Uſe we can make of theſe Marks or Let

ters, for the Purpoſes of Short-hand. And as

numeral Figures exhibit to us a kind of Short

hand, with which every one is acquainted , an

Alluſion to them will , perhaps, explain what we

have to ſay hereupon.

Obſerve, then , the Figures, by which the

Words or Numbers one, five, four, fix , are

expreſt in the Roman Characters, which are

likewiſe ſome of thoſe which we make Uſe of

I, V, IV, VI. Here we ſee the Figure I is

conſidered in three different Situations, as ſtand

ing by itſelf, cloſe before, and cloſe after ano

ther Figure ; and has accordingly three different

Powers, of Numeration, Subtraction, and Ad

dition ;

9
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dition - When it ſtands by itſelf, its Name or

Power is one, when it is cloſe to, or belongs to

another Figure, it loſes its Name, yet retains

ſomething relative to its Power, by leſſening or

increaſing that other Figure by one, and both

together concur to ſignify but one Word or

Number, vulgarly expreſt by the ſingle Figure

of 4 or 6 .

To apply this to Short-hand, let the fame

Character 1 , being our Letter t, have alſo its

three diſtinct Powers, viz .

Firſt, When it ſtands by itſelf, let it expreſs

the commoneft Word or Particle in our Lan

guage, the initial Conſonant of which is a t ;

let the Name therefore of this Character for In

ſtance be the, a Word which we have ſuch

petual Occaſion to write .

pe
r

Secondly, When it is placed cloſe before any

other Characters, let it ſtand for the commoneft

Prepoſition, or leading Part of a Word, that

begins with the ſame Conſonant; which in this

Caſe will be trans .

And Thirdly, When cloſe at the End of

other Marks, let it ſignify the commoneſt End

ing or Termination, of which the firſt (or only)

Çonſonant likewiſe is t, viz. iry.

From

$
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From this eaſy and regular Aſſignment of a

threefold Power, or Sgnification, to a Conſo

nant, a threefold Advantage naturally follows.

Firſt, By allotting to every Mark ſtanding by

itſelf, a Name, viz, that of the commoneſt

Word or Particle, of which it is the firſt, we

ſhall have a Number of Words, ſome or other

of them perpetually occurring, diſpatched by

the ſingle Characters of the Alphabet, which

otherwiſe when ſingle, would ſtand for nothing.

All Short-hands, therefore, have named their

Letters from ſome Words, though not always

the commoneſt, as the Reaſon of the Thing

requires . (a)

Secondly, The prepoſitional Part of a Word,

being deſcribed by its leading Conſonant in

cloſe Situation , but unjoined to the following

Part of it , ſecures alike the Beauty and the

Brevity of the Characters, in many Caſes,

wherein it could not otherwiſe be maintained ;

and alſo renders arbitrary Marks needleſs, and

ſuperfluous; there being no ſort of Occaſion for

complicated Crotchets, where the ſimple Let

ter

(a) It is proper to obſerve to the Reader in this place, that ,

in one ſingle Inſtance we have deviated from this Rule , viz. in af

figning the Mark for the Letter d inſtead of that for the Letter

n, to ſtand for the Word and ; but we found ſo many other com

mon Words, of which the firſt Cooſonant is n, as in , into, under ,

&c . that to avoid greater Inconveniencies , we were obliged to

do it ,
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ter determines, preciſely enough , the Prepoſi

tion wanted . (6)

Thirdly, As it does likewiſe the Termination,

by its near Approach to the End of Characters ;

when , by the mutual Help of each other, they

deſcribe a Word, ſufficiently to diſtinguiſh it

from all others .

Thus in the Inſtance here alluded to, the

fame ſtreight Lines, and the fame Situation of

them , by which four different Numbers are

expreſt in numeral Short-hand , are thoſe by

which we ſhould in literal Short-hand, expreſs

occaſionally four ſuch Words, as the Letters,

and ſimilar Uſe of them, juſt hinted at, would

deſcribe, viz. in the numeral I one, V five, IV

four, VI fix, in the literal I the, V fr, IV

transfr, VIfrity.

For though the initial and final Power of a

Conſonant could not, indeed, be expreſt in this

Manner by a bad Alphabet, and a piecemeal

huddling of its Characters up and down, to

denote the Vowel's Places ; yet, in a well con

trived

(6) The Method , obſerved in other Short- hands , of disjoining

the Conſonants, in order to ſignify an intermediate Vowel, de

prived them of the Power of making the Letters, when disjoined,

repreſentative of Prepoſitions and Terminations ; and forced them

upon the aukward Expedient of making arbitrary complicated

Crotchets for that Purpoſe.
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trived one, where Conſonants of ſhorter Words

fall eaſily, by one continued Stroke, into each

other, a Break in thoſe of longer ones may be

ſo deſcriptive of their initial , or final Syllables,

as often to expreſs the whole with a Conciſe

neſs, which
many ſhorter Words may not ad

admit of. Every Conſonant, then , may de

note, according to its ſingle, previous , or final

Situation , a common Word, Prepoſition , or

Termination , as I the, trans, ity.

But the Line or Letter may be made from

the Top, Middle, or Bottom of the ſaid hori

zontal Space , that is from the Place of a, i,

or u ; ſince , then , theſe Vowels before ans,

make the three common Words, as, is, us, it

may as well ſtand for them all, in their feve

ral Places, after this Manner as, is, US.

Trans is the only common Prepoſition begin

ning with t ; but there are three common ones

that begin with s, viz . ſuper, circum , (or as

we ſhould write it according to Nature, fircum )

andſub, which the Character may
alſo ſtand

for, at the Top, Middle, and Bottom of the

Line, circum in the Middle, becauſe of its firſt

Vowel i ; but if, for the like Reaſon fuper and

Jub, were both written at the Bottom , it might

occaſion an Ambiguity ; therefore we make ſu

per over circum, and ſub under it, becauſe ( in

Latin)
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Latin) they ſignify over and under, ſuper,

circum , fub.

Again , the commoneſt Termination in our

Language is fon or tion , in Pronunciation , Hon .

There are a thouſand Words, all in general

borrowed from the Latin , which end in this

Manner, the greateſt Part of them of common

Uſe . Now let the Letters - , be drawn near

to the End of any of theſe Words, from the

Place of the Vowel preceding the – fion or tion ,

and it will ſerve for any three final Syllables

whatever, of the numerous Words, that afford

this Termination,

A few Inſtances may ſuffice at preſent, as /

Oration, $- Repletion , V Attrition ,

Promotion, \ Efuſion . And alſo , when one,

or more Conſonants intervene between the Vo

wel and the Termination tion or fion , they are,

by the Rule, to be expreſſed by the

from the Vowels place, as V Attraction , I

Attention , Yo Affliction, & Adoption , 2 E

ruption .

s , drawn

All the reſt of the Conſonants are to be con

ſidered in the ſame threefold Light, viz . as

ſtanding by themſelves, as placed cloſe before, or

cloſe after other Marks ; and muſt, accordingly,

have a Power of denoting ſome common Word ,

Prepoſition, or Termination, in which that

F Con
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Conſonant is found. This is the general Rule ;

but in Practice there are few Prepoſitions and

Terminations neceſſary or uſeful, beſides thoſe

ſet down in the following Table . This Rule

is very convenient in ſome Caſes; as where the

Conſonants, of which the Word is compoſed ,

join not well together, or cannot be kept with

in the Parallels ; for inſtance, in 9 bebola ,u

inhabit, depoſit, &c. and affords a great
Con

traction in others , as ut underwritten, Go

Diſiinction, V- Direction . But here it is to be

obſerved, that, in placing the Termination , Re

gard is to be had to the Vowels place, with

reſpect to the Line, and not to its Place after

the laſt Conſonant (except that happens to be

or - ) ; as in the Word V- Dire &tion ,

the is drawn from the e's Place in the Line,

but it is in the o's Place with reſpect to the

laſt Conſonant 1 , which appears evidently to

have begun at the Bottom of the Line . But

when
immediately precede the

Termination , Regard is then to be had to the

Vowel's Place after the Letter, as Allump

tion, Aſertion, &c. The plural Number of

the Termination is denoted by adding a little

as » Verities, Si Diſtinctions, & c .

or

1

រ
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7

:

Before the Learner begins to write by the

preceding Alphabet, it may not be improper to

premiſe a few Obſervations upon the Form and

reſpective Proportion of the Letters, and the

Ways of joining the curved ones, with the

moſt Eaſe and Elegance , together with ſome

Rules, or Hints, for the obviating a few Dif

ficulties, which he may happen to meet with in

his Progreſs ; advertiſing him however, that

they were not placed here, out of any Appre

henſion of the Neceffity, or Uſe of ſuch di

ligent Application to the Study of them , as

would be required to imprint them all in his

Memory, before he proceeds to write-An at

tentive Reading of them once or twice over

will be ſufficient. They were collected and

placed here, only that he might the more rea

dily conſult them occaſionally ; their Reaſons

and Uſe being beſt explained, and underſtood

by the Occurrence of thoſe Difficulties in the

Writing, which firſt gaye Birth to them .

Firſt, All the perpendicular and inclined

Letters ( that is all the Letters except

e ) are made to touch two parallel

Lines, the Diſtance of which is meaſured by the

1 , thus 1 ) , & c. but, however ,

theſe Letters are ſometimes, for greater Conve

nience, made of Half- ſize, and two of them

included between the Parallels, thus ) .

TheF 2
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The Letters une are Semicircles, the

Diameter of which is the - S, and their Ra

dius or Height is rather more than one third

Part of the 1 f.

The Letters formed from the L / \ , that

is, the () 29 s ( are Segments of larger

Circles, whoſe Chords are the Letters II

\ reſpectively

It muſt be obſerved, however, that it is not

neceſſary, nor indeed ſcarce poſſible, that theſe

Proportions ſhould be exactly kept, eſpecially

in quick Writing ; but they are given here,

becauſe the nearer they are kept to, the more

beautiful the Writing appears.

1

Secondly, When and v , are joined toge

ther, they are not each of them to be made

compleat in this Manner 2 ; but a Part is to

be cut off from each of them , thus r .

In the fame Manner, the inclined Letters,

when joined with n or , are not made com

pleat, but running into one another loſe each

a Part, as mf is not written in this Manner 7,

but thus ; nor v , but v.; nor v , but v. So the reſt of

the Curve -line Letters, when joined together,

are made to run into one another ſmoothly ,

avoiding, by this Means, that Stopping of the

Pen, which the Making of any Angle neceſſa

rily
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rily Occaſions; as for Inſtance, mp is not writ

ten thus 3 , but thus 2 , Part of the curved

Line being in common, both to the r and ) .

>

Thirdly, The Twirl is always made at the

Beginning, never at the End of any
Letter ;

whenever
, therefore, the following

Marks

9 P e appear in this inverted Situa

tion d d 6.6 d. 6 , they muſt be ſap

poſed to have been begun from the Bottom of the

Line — The generalRule is, that all perpendicular

and inclined Letters are to be begun from the

Top, and drawn downwards
; but in allInſtances,

in which the inclined Letters. I rey

will join better with the preceding or following

Marks if drawn upwards, they muſt be drawn in

that Direction, as in theWordsUnn.

I

7

Fourthly, The initial or final Vowels (the e

mute excepied) are generally expreſt, and the

Middle ones omitted , except in Caſes, where

there are many Words conſiſting of the ſame

Conſonants, which might be liable to be taken

for one another. But all Words, which have

one Conſonant only, (except thoſe in the Table

of the Alphabet, which are expreſſed by the

Letter alone) muſt always have the proper
Vo

wel Point expreſt, as ). by, l to, &c . becauſe

theſe little Words are, as it were, the Keys

of the Sentences, in which they are found.

Fifthly,
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Fifthly , Few Monofyllables, beginning with a

Vowel, are immediately followed with either

b or w ; for which Reaſon , 9 and , having

a Point before them , denote ht and wt reſpec

tively, with the proper Vowel between them ,

as 9 bat, 9 bet, 1 bit, 9 bot, but, and

op wat, wet, : p wit, .p wot, wut.

Sixthly, As the horizontal Letters

and theſe curved ones von e may be

written at the Top, or Bottom, or any part of

the Line, the Vowel following them may
be

expreſt by their Situation between the Parallels,

fan , v Sun,
Sun, N Man , mun .as

Seventhly, The eaſier Mark for th, viz .

not joining well with / r, which , however, is

very frequently combined with it ; and the other

tb, viz . ( , being, by Reaſon of our cuſtomary

Method of leaning the Letters the contrary

Way in common Writing, not ſo readily made,

1 may
be

put for th , when the adjoining Let

ter is of half Size only, as v thr, 1 rth, h

thm, \ thn , L ths. In other Caſes, a Let

ter of half Size ſignifies, that the adjoining one

is to be reſolved into two Letters , as v trr ;

for here the 1 , being twice as long in Propor

tion to the 1 , as it ought to have been , had

only one r been deſigned, ſhows, that, in this

Caſe, the / of double Length denotes rr ;

but in this Mark , the lengthened ſ does

not
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not ſignifyll ; for it cannot be reſolved into

ll ; but it may into lf; for if you divide the

p into two Halves thus & , the lower is our

Mark forf ; in like manner 7 is ſit. - When

there is no other Conſonant to be joined to

the inclined Letters 1 or 1 , the Lengthen

ing of them, by a greater Inclination than uſual,

denotes, that they are to be reſolved into two

Letters , as / is rr, f' or vv, fu or vf,

as į Error, \ five, Feoffee; but when

two t's form a Word , as for Example, the

Word, taught, or as we ſhould ſpell it , taut, this

Expedient cannot be uſed, without going either

above, or below the Line, which is not to be

done , upon any Account whatſoever - In this

Caſe a little break muſt be made in the ti

thus , 1 , to ſhow , that there are two t's . This

muſt be confeſſed to be not altogether regular,

and conformable to our Rules of joining the

Letters ; and, had many Inſtances occurred, their

frequency would have furniſhed a juſt Objection

againſt our Alphabet ; but on the contrary, the

Repetition of the t forming fewer Words than

that of the other Conſonants, was one Reaſon

of appropriating the perpendicular Line to the

t ; the Word, taught, being the only one, that

often occurs in Practice.

1

Eighthly, In ſome few Inſtances, where a

Letter joins not well with the preceding one,

as the u with any drawn downwards, the o

with
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with any upwards, and the 9 with neither, we

ſcruple not to borrow the oppoſite one, or ſome

other of nearly the ſame Sound, in its Stead,

writing, inſtead of Voyage, h Voyach,

Fikur for Figure, orl Churſh for Church,

Macheſty for Majeſty, m.imachine for

imagine, &c . And when n happens to be at

the Bottom of the Line, and is followed by d ,

for the Sake of eaſy joining, we write p, in

ſtead of the d, as U fnp for fnd, and few

Words in our Language ending in np, this can

cauſe little Ambiguity.

Ninthly, Cm and cn occurring very frequently,

for the Sake of Diſpatch , we ſhorten the Marks

, when followed by m or n thus enim ,

Theſe cannot be miſtaken for och

ande
8, the Twirl being on the contrary Side,,

asone

ovq .

e .

Tenthly, This little Mark ( 1 ) placed cloſe

after a Word, denotes , that there is one Syllable

ſtill wanting to compleat the Word, and ing

being a very common final Syllable, it is often

fo denoted, as to being, ļ writing, &c.

Eleventhly, A Point , ſtanding by itſelf, has

a Power, as well as the Conſonant Marks, of

repreſenting a common Word . At the Top of

the Line it ſignifies the Particle a, as

Man , in the Middle 1, or Eye, as p I

will,
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will, 2 · his Eye, in the o's place o, as . M ,

Lord, at the Bottom P , you will.you , as .

Twelfthly, The common Way of writing

Numbers being very compendious, we generally

uſe it , when Numbers occur. The Comma,

as it does not reſemble any of our Short -hand

Marks, may always be uſed ; but when a full

Stop is thought neceſſary, this little Mark

muſt be made, inſtead of the Point .

O

To theſe Rules it may be proper to add a

few Obſervations — In writing Words (as be

fore obſerved) we join all the Conſonants, that

are wanted , together, to which , if they ſuffice to

diſtinguiſh a Word, it is needleſs to add any of

its Vowels ; as, for Inſtance, to write the Word

Strife, we join the four Conſonants, of which it

is compoſed, into one continued Mark , or Figure,

comprized within the due Limits thus, n ; for

if, without regarding the Limits, we ſhould make

it thus, 7 , the Letters would be the ſame indeed ;

but the Direction in this, and all ſimilar Caſes,

is evidently more incommodious . When, there

fore, there are different Ways of joining the

ſame Letters together, we muſt accuſtom our

felves to the beſt, or moſt lineal . The ſame

nėſs of the entire Figure, as well as that of its

compoſing Letters, is worth the Writer's while

to maintain ; and alſo facilitates mutual Read

ing, between the Fellow -Practiſers of the ſame

G Method .
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Method. There is a kind of Mechaniſm in the

Cafe, by which the Attention , being leſs fati

gued with any Deviations of unuſual Appear

ance, eaſily apprehends the Meaning of that,

which is more conformable to a Standard .

To proceed - As the Lettersfrf are deſcriptive

of the Word Strife, this Mark n may very

juſtly be called a regular Repreſentation of

it : for it is the very definitive Diſtinction be

twixt a regular and an arbitrary Mark, that the

one deſcribes Words by Properties, which are

really peculiar to them , the other quite the

contrary. Thus the afore -mentioned Word,

transfer, is regularly expreſſed, and eaſily known,

by a Mark that is equal to t ---fr, to wit, IV ,

the I in that Situation regularly denoting a

Prepoſition , of which t is the firſt Conſonant;

but if the Characters, repreſenting any other

Letters, were joined together to denote transfer,

they muſt be totally arbitrary, and might as

well, by the fame Authority, be made to fig

nify Tranfubftantiation.

This Mark , then , is equal to prf; and

theſe being the Conſonants peculiar to the

Word Strife, this is a regular Mark for it ; to

which , if any one pleaſes, he may add the

Point for the Vowel i, thus 7A , to ſuggeſt the

Word to him at firſt, until he can read it rea

dily without : and this is Anſwer enough to

the Objection, which may be raiſed, about the

Difficulty

1
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Difficulty of knowing Words by their Conſo

nants only, which it is ſo eaſy to do in familiar

ones, and even diverting to hunt after, in the

more hard and unuſual.

The Learner, therefore, is not to mind any

ſuch childiſh Bug-bears, but to exerciſe him

ſelf in his own Mother-Tongue, and acquire

that Kind of Sagacity, which diſcovers a great

deal from a little given , when that little is given

judiciouſly ; and he may reſt aſſured, that all

the Difficulties, which he will meet with in

Short-hand, are richly worth encountring, and

ſoon overcome by a little Practice.

In ſingle Words the chief Difficulty is, to

unlearn the unnatural and perplexed Method

of Spelling, to which we have been long habi

tuated. In this Word Practice, for Example,

the Conſonant, c, is pronounced, as k, in the

firſt Syllable, and as ļ, in the ſecond ; and the

Vowel, e, has no Pronunciation at all . But,

being uſed to theſe Difficulties, it is now be

come one, to know the Word by its true and

genuine Spelling, according to our Short-hand

Alphabet, viz. Praktis.

It may highly perplex a careleſs Writer of

new . Characters, to decypher the true Senſe

thereof; though it ſhould be eaſy enough to

know it by a little Application and Practice. But

what Child would not ſooner learn to read this

G 2 fame
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ſame Sentence, if, after being taught the Uſe

of his Alphabet, he ſhould have it thus writ

ten .-- It ma hili perpleks a karles Riter of nu Ka

rakters, to deffer the tru Sens therof, tho it sud

be efi enufto kno it, bi a litl Aplikaſhon and Praktis.

Inſtead, therefore, of ſcrupling to return ,

from ſuch cuſtomary Rules, as Children are firſt

initiated in, to a more juſt and alphabetical

Way of Writing Short-hand , Men may eaſily

be taught , when ripened into ſome Acquain

tance with their Mother-Tongue , to reverſe the

Liberties perpetually taken in Long-hand ; that

is, inſtead of employing more Letters than are

preciſely neceſſary to expreſs the Sound of

Words, they may make Uſe of fewer, not only

diſmiſſing ſuch as are needleſs to the Sound, but

ſuch alſo as may be omitted , and yet leave the

Senſe of the Words eaſily diſcoverable. If they

can tell what is wanting, it is all one as if it

was there ; the leſs Expreſſion there is, ſo much

the better for the Purpoſes of Brevity , which

juſtifies the greateſt Omiſſions, provided what

is left be intelligible.

And though the Omiſiion of the Vowels in

the Middle of Words may, for a while at the

firſt, make it difficult for a Learner to read ,

even his own Writing, without Heſitation ; yet

that difficulty will certainly vaniſh , in Propor

tion as the Short-hand Marks become familiar

to
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to him, as it ariſes, not ſo much from that 0

miffion, as from the ſtrange and unuſual Ap

pearances , which the Characters make to his

Eye, and which , for that Reaſon, do not ſug

geſt to him the Conſonants, for which they ſtand ,

ſo immediately, but that the Attention of the

Mind is neceſſarily taken up in recollecting them

one by one ; whereas, did they appear fo fami

liar and well known to him, as all to be appre

hended in one View, he would ſoon diſcover

the Word, though all the Middle Vowels were

If any one doubts this, he may ſoon

convince himſelf, by writing in the common

Long-hand exactly the ſame Letters, which he

had written before in the Short-hand Charac

ters , and if he can read it with eaſe, when ſo

tranſcribed, he may
be certain , that a little Cuf

tom will make the reading of Short-hand every

whit as eaſy to him ; for why ſhould it not,

there being the ſame given in the one, as in the

other ?

left out .

And now, the Way being ſufficiently cleared

before him, the Learner, after he has , by re

peated Trials , acquired a Facility of forming,

with tolerable Exactneſs, all the Letters of the

Alphabet ſeparately, and of remembering what

particular Conſonant each of them repreſents,

may proceed to join two or three of the Marks

together ; writing at firſt only ſhort Words, and

frequently trying different Ways of joining the

Marks,
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Marks, in order to diſcover the beſt, and moſt

elegant. Several of them being formed almoſt

as eaſily upwards, as downwards, he will find

it convenient, ſometimes to begin from the Top,

ſometimes from the Bottom of the Line, ac

cording to the Nature of the Mark, which fol

lows ; and when two Marks, which admit of

being written downwards only, come together,

the Line muſt be divided between them, mak

ing each of them half the uſual Depth, as ¿ 5

&c. and, in ſome very rare Inſtances, he will

be forced to make them three deep, as ? fu

pid, except he chooſes to make Uſe of the Ex

pedient of borrowing the b, a Letter not very

different in Sound, writing U ſlubid for ſtupid .

But, Examples conveying Inſtruction with the

moſt Eaſe and Expedition, Specimens of the

Writing, according to this Method, are ſub

joined, for his Reading and Imitation ..

2
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Marks, in order to diſcover the beſt, and moſt

elegant. Several of them being formed almoſt

as eaſily upwards, as downwards, he will find

it convenient, ſometimes to begin from the Top,

ſometimes from the Bottom of the Line, ac

cording to the Nature of the Mark, which fol

lows ; and when two Marks, which admit of

being written downwards only, come together,

the Line muſt be divided between them, mak

ing each of them half the uſual Depth , as ¿ 5

&c. and, in ſome very rare Inſtances, he will

be forced to make them three deep, as 3 ftu

pid, except he chooſes to make Uſe of the Ex

pedient of borrowing the b, a Letter not very

different in Sound, writing U ſubid forſtupid.

But, Examples conveying Inſtruction with the

moſt Eaſe and Expedition, Specimens of the

Writing, according to this Method, are ſub

joined, for his Reading and Imitation .

1
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PART II.

Of
ABBREVIATIONS.

N Alphabet, formed upon the

moſt juſt and natural Plan , by

A
which, with the help of a few

general Rules, all the Words

of the Language, to which it

is particularly adapted, may be

eaſily , neatly, and ſpeedily written , will not

alone be ſufficient fully to ſatisfy the Expectati

ons, which an inquiſitive Reader muſt have

conceived from the Promiſe of a perfect Syſtem

of Short-hand , He will be ſenſible, that,

however compleat the Alphabet may be, yet

many compendious Applications of it may be

obtained by a proper Enquiry into the Nature

of our Language, and the Abbreviations, which

it admits of. He will not be ſatisfied with be

ing taught, only how to expreſs all the Letters

of a Word by the fhorteſt, and eafieſt Strokes ,

but
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but will alſo require further Inſtruction, how to

deſcribe intelligibly Words and Sentences , by

as few of thoſe Strokes as poſſible. To inveſ

tigate, from a few Things given , many, which

are omitted , will be found no unpleaſant, nor

unprofitable Exerciſe of the Learners Sagacity ;

and, if the few be properly given , the ſenſe of

the Paſſage, and a due Attention to the Idion

of our Language, will render the Diſcovery of

the Omifſions more certain , and alſo leſs diffi

cult, than the unexperienced can eaſily imagine

Without ſome ſuch Rules of Abbreviation, one

End of Short-hand, that of following a Speaker,

would ſcarcely be attainable .

Before the Invention of the Art of Printing,

the Tediouſneſs of writing all the Words at full

length put the Copiers of Books upon forming

many ways of abbreviating them, as appears

in all Manuſcripts. In thoſe of the New Tel

tament we find many principal Words deſcribed

by their initial and final Letters only, with a

Daſh over them . In Latin Manuſcripts, thoſe

Terminations, by which the Relations of Words

to one another are, in that Language, uſually

expreſſed , were generally omitted , as Locis in

omnfor omnibus, &c. nor was there any need

of writing them at length ; for the principal

Word being given , of which the reſt were go

verned in Caſe, Gender, and Number, any Rea

der, who underſtood that Language, could eaſily

ſupply
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ſupply thoſe Omiſſions. Our Language, gene

rally expreſſing thoſe Relations by little Parti

cles , does not indeed afford that particular Mode

of Abbreviation . Upon a careful Examination,

however, it will be found capable of furniſhing

many others as uſeful and extenſive.

1

But it will be proper, before we proceed

further in this Art of Abbreviation, to adver

tiſe the Learner, who is apt to be too eager to

puſh forward, not to embarraſs himſelf with it,

'till , by a competent Practice of writing ac

cording to the Rules laid down in the firſt Part,

he is become ſo well acquainted with the Cha

racters, as to be able to write and read them

with as much Eaſe, as his own common Hand.

The beſt way to learn any Art is to proceed

by Degrees, not venturing upon a ſecond Step,

before the firſt is perfectly maſtered : And it

is evident, that this Method of proceeding is ,

on this Occaſion, particularly neceſſary ; for

though , in many Sentences the Senſe, and the

particular Conſtruction of the Words may plainly

enough point out ſuch of them, as are deſcribed

with unuſual Brevity ; yet, how ſhall an un

practiſed Learner, unable to embrace in one

View the Words denoted by the preceding and

following Marks, determine, what the interme

diate contracted ones muſt needs be ? But, if he

will have Patience to abſtain from this Second

Part, until he can write readily, and read, with

H out
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out Heſitation, whatever is written according

to the Rules of the firſt, he may reſt aſſured ,

that he will meet with little more Difficulty

in reading Words contracted , than he did in

thoſe written more at length , provided that

the Rules of Abbreviation be duly attended to .

But, if the Reader expects to meet, in the fol

lowing Treatiſe, with every particular manner

of Abbreviation , which can poſſibly be invented ,

he will be diſappointed. The principal and

moſt uſeful Rules are given , and it is left to the

Sagacity of the Practiſer, by obſerving the Na

ture of theſe, and proceeding upon the ſame

Principles , to make ſuch further Advances, as

his Occaſions may require . It would be vain

to pretend to have exhauſted a Subject, which is

as extenſive as the Language itſelf, in which we

write ; and conſequently may be carried further

and further by every one, in Proportion to his

Skill in the Language, and his Knowledge of

the Subject treated upon .

The Learner has been already taught, how to

write all the Conſonants of any Word by one con

tinued Mark, thoſe Words only excepted , which

may be more briefly deſcribed by the Help of

Prepoſitions and Terminations . He may now

advance a Step further, and join together ſuch

ſhortWords,as are either repreſented by theLetters

of the Alphabet alone , or ſuch , as by their fre

quent Occurrence are become ſo familiar, as to be

readily
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readily known, though denoted by their firſt

Conſonants only . This will be found a greater

ſaving of Time, than can eaſily be imagined ;

and muſt, therefore, when Diſpatch is required,

be done in all Inſtances, in which they may be

joined neatly, and without Ambiguity.

Rule 1 ,-The different Times and Modes

of the Verbs are generally expreſt, in the Eng

liſh Language, by the Help of other Verbs,

for that Reaſon called auxiliary, as will, Mall,

bave, had, can , could , may, muſt, be, &c . Theſe

muſt, upon that Account, occur very frequently,

and, being ſignified by their firſt Conſonant,

they may be joined to one another, as 3 can

be, º will be, U have, or has been, V to be, V

ought to be, ~ muſt be, &c . and when the

negative Particle not intervenes, it may be de

noted by its firſt Conſonant, and be joined with

them, asy, or y cannot be, e will not be, y

have not been , y not to be, :W ought not to be,

&c . When theſe Joinings are, by a little Practice,

become eaſy to the Learner, he may proceed fur

ther, and join the preceding Pronouns to theſeaux

iliary Verbs, as w he muſt be, sy he cannot be,

& c. This can occaſion no Ambiguity ; for

though he was taught in his Alphabet, that

this Mark 9 denoted have, this d had; yet,

when placed immediately before muſt and can,

their Situation ſhows, that they cannot, in that

Caſe, ſignify have and had, thoſe Auxiliaries

H 2
never
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never admitting of ſuch an Arrangement . And

further, as w and b are often dropt in common

Speech and Writing, as he'll for be will, we've

for we have, ſo they may, for the ſake of join

ing, be omitted in Short-Hand , as j for be

will, gy for be will not be, w for they have

been.

R. 2 ,—The Learner was taught in the firſt

Part of this Treatiſe, that, in writing all the

Conſonants, of which any Word was compoſed,

the Beginnings of the Marks , which follow ,

muſt always be joined to the Ends of thoſe,

which precede them : Whenever, therefore, they.

are joined in any other Manner, it is to denote,

that each particular Mark fignifies a whole

Word, and not a ſingle Letter ; as , for Exam

ple, the particular Way of joining the Letters

in this Mark 4 is a ſufficient Indication , that

they were not intended to repreſent a Word con

fiſting of thoſe two Conſonants, but twoWords ;

and the v in the Middle of the Line ſtanding

for in, and the l for the, in the may be writ

ten thus 4
So again this Mark Edenotes two

Words, and the — being drawn from thePlace of

the Vowel i ſhows the latter of them to be is ;

and though this Mark I uſually repreſents the

Article the, yet, in that Situation , it cannot

poſſibly do ſo ; for that Article can never come

immediately before a Verb ; but the Pronouns

very frequently do : it is may, therefore, be

very

1

O
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very commodiouſly written thus t , it is not 10

be rw , as it is 7, ſince it is t, and by drop

ping w, as before, we may writer it'as for it

was, ry it was not to be, no it'ere to be for

it were to be, tv itſeems to be ; for the being

drawn from the Place of e ſhows, that it muſt be

either it es---- to be, or it se ---- to be; and it ſeems

to be is ſo very common a Phraſe, that it will

not give much Trouble to the Reader, though

written in this conciſe Manner.

R. 3 -Points being the ſhorteſt of all Marks,

it would argue a great Want of Oeconomy, as

well as Invention , not to make all the Uſe of

them , that can be made, conſiſtently with the

Regularity of our Syſtem . The Power of re

preſenting Prepoſitions and Terminations, which

was allotted to the Conſonant Marks, could

not be given to the Points ; for, in that Situa

tion they ſtand for the Vowels ; and all the

diſtinguiſhable Places, both before and after

the conſonant Marks , are already taken up by

the five Vowels : but a Point placed directly

over, or under, the Beginning, or End , of any

of thoſe Marks, has as yet had no Signification

annexed to it . As, for Example, in this Mark

14 , the Point being ſo placed , that, if the I

was produced, it would paſs through it , is very

diſtinguiſhable from all the Vowels . All

derivative Subſtantives may, therefore, be

very conveniently repreſented by making the

Point
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as ,

Point ſtand for the Subſtantive derived from

the Word, at the End of which it is placed ;

in the Example, if v isforget, Vy will

be Forgetfulneſs. -But, as there are derivative

Adjectives and Adverbs, as well as Subſtantives,

it will be a great Compendium to repreſent them

alſo by Points, diſtinguiſhable, by their Situation ,

both from the ſubſtantive and the vowel Points ;

which
inay be done by placing them in a Line,

which , if produced, would paſs through the

ſubſtantive Point, and would alſo be perpendi

cular to the laſt conſonant Mark ; and by making

one placed before the ſubſtantive Point to ſigni

fy the Adjective, one after it, to ſignify the Ad

verb . As Vy forgetful, V Forgetfulneſs,

V.forgetfully, 4 reaſonable, L Reaſona

bleneſs, 4 reaſonably, ſuficient,

Sufficiency, Jufficiently.

R. 4 ,-Although the above deſcribed Mode

of Abbreviation is very extenſive, there being

in our Language a great Number of long Words

derived from ſhort ones , yet it is far from be

ing the only Uſe, which may be made of theſe

adjective, ſubſtantive, and adverb Points . In

all Diſcourſes whatever, there muſt be ſome

principal Words, which , either by their more

particular Relation to the Subject, or frequent

Occurrence, will be eaſily diſcoverable, however

conciſely written . If ſuch Words begin with

a Conſonant, the firſt Letter, if not the firſt

Vowel
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Vowel and Conſonant, with the adjective, ſub

ftantive, or adverb Point annexed , will ſuggeſt

them immediately ; and therefore will be, though

a brief, yet a ſufficient Deſcription of them .

As for Inſtance, if the following Paſſage be

tranſcribed , out of a Diſcourſe upon the Folly

of worldly Mindedneſs, in common Long

Hand after this Manner, Our bleſſed L
both

by his Preaching, and Ex has fully ſhown us

the Vanity, and Folly of ſeeking forſolid and laſting

H in the Poleſion of any of the Goods of

this preſent W
every one muſt imme

diately ſee, that the Words, deſcribed by their

initial Letters , are too plainly pointed out by the

Nature of the Subject, and their accompanyin
g

Epithets, to leave any Room for Doubt, or Mi

ſtake. In following a Speaker, the fame De

ſcription of them in Short -Hand muſt, there

fore, be allowed to be ſufficient. But it may

not be amiſs to give another Inſtance or two,

with the Short-Hand Characters for the abbre

viated Words, as Life and are brought to

Light by the ej ; or again the ! of the Dead,

and a future State of and I are plainly, and

poſitively taught in the e ' . In theſe Inſtances,

it will coſt an attentive Reader very little Time

up į and e , in the firſt Example, with

Immortality and Goſpel, !! and e, in the

laſt, with Reſurrection , Rewards, Puniſhments,

and Goſpel. So in writing after Pleaders, who

frequently uſe the Expreſſion with Submiſion to

your

to fill
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your Lordſhip, with _ . to your would be ſuf

ficient; If the Adjective humble be joined to

Submiſon , it may be denoted by its firſt Con

ſonant, and be joined to the Subſtantive, and

the Phraſe, with humble Submiſion may be

written thus, with 2. . This will be found a

very uſeful Compendium ; for there are many

Subſtantives, to which ſome particular Adjectives

are uſually joined, as human Nature, chriſtian Re

ligion , natural Philoſophy, &c . Whenever, there

fore, the Subject treated of will lead to the Dif

covery of the Subſtantive , though denoted only

by its firſt Conſonant, it will , at the ſame Time,

diſcover the adjoined Adjective. This Method

may
indeed appear, at firſt Sight, to claſh with

the Rule about derivative Subſtantives; but it

will ſeldom happen , that the two Conſonants

will compoſe any Word, from which another

can be derived ; or if it ſhould , it would ſcarcely

ever be ſuch a one , as would agree with the Con

text . As for Example, in the firſt Inſtance, viz .

human Nature, the initial Letters 2 would form

no Engliſh Word, from which any Subſtantive is

derived ; in the ſecond, 7 might indeed be Care

fulneſs; but that Word can never be inſerted in the

Room of the Words Chriſtian Religion, without

deſtroying the Senſe of the Paſſage, or, at leaſt,

breaking its Connexion with the Context .

It will appear evidently, upon a little Con

fideration of the Nature of this Mode of Ab

breviation,
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breviation , that no Limits can be ſet to it ;

but that it may be more, or leſs frequently

uſed in Proportion to the Knowledge , Skill,

and Readineſs of the Writer, which will enable

him to judge in what Inſtances ſuch Liberties

may be taken , without occafioning Ambiguity .

Moſt Writers of this Short-hand have accuf

tomed themſelves to mark ſuch Words, as moſt

frequently occur in their own particular Pro

feffions, by the initial Letters, with the ſub

ſtantive, adjective, and adverb Points reſpec

tively, which, through Cuſtom , eaſily ſuggeſt

thoſe words to them at firſt sight . But, it

muſt not be underſtood , that thoſe Marks ne

ceſſarily imply thoſe Words, and no other

They may ſtand for any other beginning with

the fame Letters, which the Senſe of the Paſ

fages requires , It cannot, therefore, be ex

pected , that a Liſt of them ſhould be given

here ; but the following are ſome of thoſe,

which are moſt commonly uſed, as e God ,

ị Happineſs, J Heaven , Ő Lord , 6 always,,

f . altogether, os Occaſion , s . accordingly, J

notwithſtanding, .) Opinion, , perhaps, ! Re

ligion, Subject, ļ together, ļ World .

R. 52—An Attention to that Property of the

Engliſh Language of expreſſing the different

Connexions, and Relations of one Thing to

another, for the moſt Part, by Prepoſitions,

which the Greek and Latin , and ſome modern

I Languages
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1

Languages do by varying the Terminations of

the Subſtantives, or, as the Grammarians ſtile

it, by their Caſes, will point out a further Apa

plication of the Dot to the Purpoſes of Ah

breviation ; for, as in the Latin Manuſcripts,

the Root, or Body of the Word being given ,

there was no Neceſſity of writing the various

Terminations of the Caſes, fince any Reader,

who underſtood that Language, could himſelf

ſupply the particular Termination, which the

Caſe required ; ſo in Engliſh , if the two related

Subſtantives be ſuch , as may be readily known ,

even when reprefented by their firſt Conſonants

only, they may be joined together, placing a

Dot at the Point of their Junction , to ſhow

that they are both Subſtantives, and the Pre

poſition connecting them may be omitted ; for

it may as certainly, and as readily, be ſupplied

by the Reader, as the Caſes in Latin before

mentioned . This Confideration will therefore

dictate the following Rule, viz . That a Dot

placed at the Point of Concurrence of two con

fonantMarks, thus , denotes two Subſtan

tives, of which thoſe Marks are the firſt Con

ſonants ; and alſo that the latter is governed of,

or connected to , the former by ſome Prepoſition,

which is omitted .

As, for Example, In this Sentence, the Sum

or Subſtance of all the Commandments is contained

in the twofollowing, to wit, the oil and the Love

of
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of our Neighbour ; the particular Situation of

the Dot in this Mark denotes , that both

L and Gare Subſtantives, the Article the before

the firſt, points out plainly enough the omitted

Prepoſition of, and the leaſt Degree of Atten

tion to the Words, which precede and follow

the contracted Mark, will diſcover, that it muſt

be the Love of God .

Or again , the A is the Root of all Evil, that is,

the L of M- , the Love of Money is the

Root of all Evil. Or, ſeek ye firſt the od and his

Righteouſneſs, that is , the Kingdom of God, &c .

But, in the following Paſſage, Gravity is

diſcoverable in all Sorts of Matter, upon which we

can make any Experiments, but the be ſtill re

mains undiſcovered, it is evident that the K

muſt be the Cauſe of Gravity.of G

The Articles a or the, in this , and in many

of the following Ways of Abbreviation, may,

for the ſake of joining, be omitted , as, in the

following Sentence, ſince the Light of the Goſpel

has shone upon the World, &c . the Light of the

Goſpel may be written thus, the è O

And further, though an Adjective ſhould

precede either of the Subſtantives, yet they may

all three be repreſented by their firſt Conſonants

joined

I 2
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joined together with the Dot always placed at

the End of the firſt Subſtantive. No Difficulty

can ever ariſe in diſtinguiſhing the Adjective

from the Subſtantives. For, in the following

Sentence, the great Goodneſs of God is manifeſt in all

bis Dealings with his Creatures, if theſeWords, the

great Goodneſs of God be written thus, the cei

the Dot placed at the End of the ſecond Mark

ſhows, that it muſt be the firſt Subſtantive, the

third muſt, therefore, denote the latter Subſtan

tive, and the firſt, conſequently, the Adjective.

If the Dot be placed at the End of the firſt

Mark, as in this Example , bis Majeſty the buy

It is evident that the firſt muſt be a Subſtan

tive ; and a little Attention to the uſual Ar

rangement of Words in the Engliſh Language

will ſoon ſuggeſt, that the ſecond muſt be an Ad

jective, as Adjectives generally precede the Sub

ſtantives to which they are related ; there is,

therefore as much given , as if ithad been writ

ten in Long-hand thus, bis Majeſty the K

ofGB- , which , in a Diſcourſe con

cerning him , would be ſufficient to diſcover,

that the contracted Words muſt be King of

Great Britain .

If each of the Subſtantives have an Adjective

joined to them , there can be no Difficulty ; for

the firſt and third muſt be Adjectives, except

in ſome rare Inſtances, in which the common

Order

1

1
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Order is fometimes changed, and the laſt Adjeco

tive is put after its Subſtantive, as, in this, the

great Goodneſs of God Almighty, in ſuch Caſes,

either the laſt Adjective muſt be ſeparated from

the Reſt of the Mark , or, if joined, it muſt

have the adjective Dot annexed and the great

Goodneſs of God Almighty may be written thus,

the cell o

This Relation of Subſtantives, which is ex

preſſed in Latin by the Genitive Cafe, in Eng

liſh by the Prepofition of, is, by far, the moſt

common ; but the Rule is more extenſive, and

ſerves to expreſs two Subſtantives connected by

any Prepoſition whatſoever, as for, in, with,

after, &c. provided that the Context, or any par

ticular Words of the Sentence eaſily indicate,

not only the two Subſtantives, which are

denoted by their firſt Conſonants, but alſo

the Prepoſition, which ought to be inſerted .

As, for Example, in this Sentence, happy is it

for us, if, convinced by Experience of the Vanity

of putting our Truſt in Man, we place all our Cona

fidence in God, the three laſt Words may

For the Context plainly

points out the two Subſtantives, and the Verb

place marks evidently , that the omitted Prepo

fition cannot be of, but muſt be in .

be

thusهفر expreffed

In this Sentence, our holy Religion abſolutely

forbids all Inſtances of Revenge, our Saviour ex

prelly
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preſly commanding all his Diſciples to returnGood

for Evil. Good for Evil may be written in this

Manner ej ; for the Verb return ſhows plainly,

that it cannot be Good of Evil, but muſt be

Good for Evil. It may, perhaps, be objected

here, that v is not the firſt Letter of the Word

Evil; but it muſt be obſerved , that the Words

of the Rule are, that the Dot denotes two Sub.

ſtantives, of which thoſe Marks are the firſt

Conſonants, not the firſt Letters ; and a Word

may, ſometimes, be ſo pointed out by others,

which accompany it , as to be eaſily diſcoverable,

though the initial Vowel be omitted.

It may not be improper to add another Ex

ample or two for the better underſtanding of this

Rule, as thus, In this preſent State there is no

fuch Thing to be met with, as pure unmixed Plea

fure ar Pain , Good or Evil; here below all Things

are mixed, Pleaſure with Pain, Good with Evil;

the latter Part of which Sentence may be writ

thus : 3 , 4 ; for the Word mixed, requiring

the Prepoſition with after it , ſhows, that 3 ,

ei , cannot bePofPG- of

V but muſt be P- with P

G with V

Or, thus , be is now become quite blind, he can

not even diſtinguiſh ol , - from D- Light

from Darknels.

Or
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Or again , if we conſider, that without Healib

we cannot enjoy any of thoſe Pleaſures, which Riches

can procure, what Man, that eſtimates Things

according to their Reality, rather than their Ap

pearance, would not prefer V., HEALTH TO

Riches . Or thus, if he had it in his Option ,

would not rather choose Y HEALTH THAN

Riches . Or, would not chooſe Y , HEALTH

BEFORE RICHES

R. 6,-The ſubſtantive Point, placed before

a ſingle conſonant Mark , denotes, that the

Subſtantive, repreſented by it; is to be repeated ,

with ſome intervening Prepoſition , as, after,

to , by, as for Example, Day after Day, thus

Or from Time to Time thus, from i &c.

i
o

R. 7 ,-The ſubſtantive, adjective, or adverb

Point placed before two, or more conſonant

Marks joined together, denotes two or more

Subſtantives, Adjectives, or Adverbs reſpec

tively, of which thoſe Marks are the firſt Con

ſonants, and alſo that they are connected by a

Conjunction.

As, for Example, Our bleſſed ¿ LORD AND

Saviour, Jeſus Chriſt, by his į DEATH AND

Passion , made a ſufficient "7 SATISFACTION

AND ATONEMENTfor the finsof the whole World .

1
Or again, the Legiſlative Power in England

is
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is not veſted in a ſingle Perſon , for voq KING,

LORDS, AND COMMONS muſt join in every A &E

before it bas the Force of a Law,

Or further, the Precepts both of Y NATU

RAL AND REVEALED Religion forbid us to do our

Neighbours any Injury. Here the Point ſhows, that

both n and r are Adjectives, and the Word Re

ligion, to which they are connected , will imme

diately ſuggeſt the Words natural and revealed .

Or, ') add one other Inſtance, What doth the

Lord thy God require of thee, but to live ne so

BERLY , RIGHTEOUSLY, AND GODLILY in this

preſent World . Here it appears by the prefixed

Point, that s, r, and g muſt all be Adverbs, and

conſequently , that there is nearly as much ex

preſſed, as if the ſame Sentence had been written

in Long -hand after this Manner, viz . what doth

the Lord thy God require ofthee, but to livefly,

-ly, and g -ly in this preſent World, which

ſurely would give very little Trouble to fill up

with the Wordsſoberly, righteouſly, and godlily,

Thus any Series of Subſtantives, Adjectives,

or Adverbs, may be expreſſed by their firſt Con

ſonants joined together with the proper Point

prefixed : But we muſt not indulge ourſelves in

doing this, at all Adventures. It is only to be

done in ſuch Inſtances, wherein the Common

neſs of the Phraſe, or the Nature of the Sub

ject
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ject points out the Words ſignified by thoſe

Letters ; or when the Words, ſo briefly deſcribed ,

are ſuch , that no other can be inſerted in their

ſtead, conſiſtently with the Senſe of the Paf

ſage.

When great Diſpatch is required, as in the

Caſe of following a Speaker, all Omiſſions are

allowable, which can afterwards be ſupplied by

á careful Attention to the Idiom of the Lan

guage, and to the Connection of the contracted

Words with thoſe which precede, or foll ,w them .

And it may not be improper to obſerve, that

greater, or leſs Liberties of contracting may be

taken , in Proportion as the Speaker is more, or

leis accurate in his Language. For it is cer

tain , that any Contractions, where the Style is

clear, and regular, may be more eaſily decy

phered, than where it is confuſed , and embar

raſſed . It may happen , indeed, ſometimes, that

the Words fignified by ſuch Contractions will not

occur at firſt ſight ; but a little Thought will

diſcover them ; and the Reader will find, that

an Attention of this Sort will very agreeably,

and inſenſibly lead him into a perfect Knowledge

of the Idiom of his own Language.

R. 8 ,-Many long Words may be, and are

frequently expreſt in common Writing by

their firſt Syllable only, with a Mark, to ſhew ,

that ſomething is wanting, as Mult-- for

K Multia
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Multitude, Cor - for Correſpondence. So in

Short-hand,longWords,eſpecially thoſe, in which

the Marks for the Conſonants will not join neatly,

may be denoted by their firſt Syllable, with as

many Points annexed, as there are Syllables

wanting, as of for Multitude, ... for Cor

reſpondence. * And when great Diſpatch is re

quired , the Points may be omitted, eſpecially

if the Words do not begin with Prepoſitions,

as e for Signification, Sfor Dificulty,

Negligence.

Le for

R. 9,—The Power, given to the conſonant

Marks of repreſenting Prepoſitions and Ter

minations, will enable us to write great Num

bers of long Words, after a very expeditious

Manner : for Words, beginning with Prepoſi

tions, may be denoted by their reſpective Pre

poſitions, together with the next Conſonant and

Vowel, and oftentimes with the next Conſonant

only, adding to it the ſubſtantive, adjective, or

adverb Point, when neceſſary ; as for Example,

this Mark ( expreſſes a Word beginning with

the two Syllables de- li ; and though there are

many Words, which begin with thoſe Syllables,

as deliberate, deliver, delicious, &c. yet, if ſuch a

Sentence,

* When one Syllable only is wanting, a Point cannot be uſed

to expreſs it ; for a Point ſo placed muſt denote a Vowel .; but the

Learner has been already taught in that caſe to make this Mark,

as 1 for writing ,

.
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]

Sentence, as the following, were to be written

thus, He was not baſty in his Reſolution, but took

Time to deli- about it, the Word deliberate

would immediately occur to every one .

The Trouble of inſerting the Vowel may,

in many Inſtances, be ſaved , by beginning the

Conſonant from that Point after the Prepoſition ,

in which that Vowel ſhould be placed ; as in

this Mark 1 , the m beginning from the u's

Place after the t ſhows, that the next Vowel

after m is u ; and the Mark, therefore, is equi

valent to Tranſmu- , which is a ſufficient De

ſcri ption of the Word Tranſmutation.

A few Examples more will ſufficiently ex

plain this Rule ; as le recommend, b. Recom

mendation, le recommendatory, 7. Reſignation,

L. Reſolution, . Confanguinuity, T. conveniently,

T ſuperficial.

The Participles may be abbreviated after

the ſame Manner, by adding, inſtead of the

Points, the Terminations ing or ed to the lat

ter conſonant Mark, as confing for

conſidering, confied for conßdered.

Words beginning with double, or treble

Prepoſitions, may be written after the ſame

Manner ; as n Mihnformation, 1. Repreſenta

tion , --- Miſrepreſentation , Incomprehen

fibility,
K2
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fibility, &c . The Prepoſitions muſt always be

joined together ; and, if two Conſonants begin

the next Syllable, the writing of them both

will help to diſcover the Remainder of the

Word ; as ? for Miſunderſtanding.

It muſt appear plainly to every one, upon
the

leaſt Conſideration , that the Words in the fore

going Inſtances are abbreviated ; there can,,

therefore, be no Danger of miſtaking, for Ex

ample, this Mark ( for ſome ſhort Word,

ſuch as daily, duly, &c. For, by our Rule, the

( disjoined always fignifies the Prepoſition de :

nor can it be a Word conſiſting of the Prepoſiti

on de and the Syllable li or ly only ; for, if ſuch

a Word had occurred , it would have been

ſooner written by joining the Marks together

thus f.. This Way of writing, therefore,

Thows, that the Word begins with the Prepo

ſition de, that the next Syllable is li, and that

there is ſome other Syllable, or Syllables , want

ing to compleat it . Nor can the Conſonants,

in thoſe Examples, in which the Vowels were

omitted , be miſtaken for Terminations ; as in

this Example /- , the e cannot be ſuppoſed to

repreſent the Termination ical; ſince it would

be abſurd to think of deſcribing any Word by

its Prepoſition and Termination only : for as

the ſame Prepoſition and Termination are com

mon to great Numbers of Words, they alone can

never give a good Deſcription of any particu ,

lar one .

This
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This Way of reaſoning purſued will lead

to the Diſcovery of an eaſy and ſhort Method

of denoting the Words ſelf and ſelves, which ſo

frequently follow the Pronouns . For, if a

disjoined Mark loſes its Power of repreſenting

a Termination , by being placed cloſe after a

Prepoſition, the muſt certainly loſe that of re

preſenting fon or tion , when placed cloſe after

any of the Pronouns ; ſince they never admit

of ſuch a Termination. It muſt, therefore,

in that Situation , denote only the Conſonant s

followed by that Vowel, from whoſe Place in

the Line it is drawn ; and conſequently the

Wordsſelf and ſelves may
be

very commodiouſly

repreſented by drawing the from the e's Place,

cloſe after any of the Pronouns, as myſelf,

or itſelf, / - ourſelves, 6 themſelves, &c.

And , though the Word own ſhould intervene, yet

ſelf or ſelves may ſtill be ſignified in the ſame

Manner, as my own ſelf, 9 his own ſelf,&c.

The Words what, who, whom, how , & c . have

very often the Word foever added to them ,

which may, for a Reaſon fimilar to the fore

going, be very aptly expreſſed by the drawn

from the Place of 0 ; as P- whatſoever, .- how

Soever, he whomſoever, &c.

R. 10,-In like Manner, Words, ending in

any of the Terminations marked in the pre

ceding Table of the Alphabet, may be denoted

by

>
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by their firſt Conſonant and Vowel , together

with the proper Mark for its Termination . As

for Example, llarry for arbitrary, )

Opicy for Opportunity, Cu - ity for

Curioſity, fu for Lawfulneſs.

But it muſt be carefully obſerved , that the

Vowel, whether it precedes or follows the Con

ſonant, muſt never be omitted ; otherwiſe the

Conſonant might be taken for a Prepoſition,

and then this Rule would interfere with the

foregoing : Whereas its Power of repreſenting

a Prepoſition is deſtroyed by the Addition of

the Vowel, whilſt the ſingle disjoined Mark,

at the End , retains its Power of repreſenting å

Termination . The Word is, therefore, de

fcribed by its Beginning and Termination , a

Vacancy being left in the Middle, to be ſup

plied by the Sagacity of the Reader.

R. 11 ,–It cannot have eſcaped the Obfer

vation of any one, who has conſidered the Eng

liſh Language with any Degree of Attention,

that Words of different Signification govern ,

or require different Prepoſitions ; that Words,

for Example, fignifying Dehre, Knowledge,

Ignorance, &c. require the Prepoſition of ; that

other Words, importing Mercy, Compaſion,

Dependance, & c. require the Prepoſition upon,

&c . &c . Care, therefore, being taken to write

the Prepoſitions plainly, the firſt Conſonant

only
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only will, in many Inſtances, be found to be

ſufficiently deſcriptive of the Words, which

require thoſe particular Prepoſitions. For, al

though there may
be many Words, which begin

with the ſame Conſonant, yet all thoſe, which

do not require that particular Prepoſition, are

upon that Account, immediately excluded ; and

the Remainder is , by that Means, reduced to

fo few , that it will be eaſy to ſelect the proper

In every one of the following Sentences,

(and many more of the like kind might be given )

the Letter d denotes a different Word, viz . in

He was very d - of being thought rich . You

upon my Promife. Id from him in

Opinion. Hed vehemently againſt Luxury. He

d - long about the Choice of a Patron, but at

laſt reſolved to his work to, &c. &c. and

yet, by the Help of the diſcriminating Prepo

fitions, the particular Word, proper to each

Place, is eaſily diſcoverable .

one.

may da

A few Inſtances will be ſufficient to give the

Learner a right Notion of this Method of Ab

breviation ,

For Example, the following Sentence, This

belongs to me, may be written thus, This ) to me,

or, He made ſome good OBSERVATIONS upon

it. I want to ( DISPOSE of my Houſe. He e

AGREED with me in Opinion. There was not the

leaſt ( DIFFERENCE between us. We muſt take

particular
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particular Care to Y GUARD againſt ſuch Paſions,

as we find ourſelves moſt 6 LIABLE to. As for

bis perſonal Eſtate, be ( DIVIDED it amongſt all

bis Children, in equal Shares.

.

And it may be further obſerved , that, as few

Engliſh Words end with the Syllable to, the

Prepoſition to may, for that reaſon , be joined

to the preceding Word, which was directed to

be ſignified by its firſt Conſonant only. For the

unuſualneſs of the ending will be a ſufficientHint,

that the Mark repreſents not one, but twoWords ;

and, therefore, This belongs to me, may be written

thus , This 1. me, liable to thus 6. , fatisfactory

to 7. , fubje &t to d , the in this laſt Inſtance

being made at the Bottom of the Line to ſhow ,

that the Vowel following it is u. But, if any

one finds it difficult to write the 1 upwards,

whenever it is neceſſary, diſtinguiſh

the two laſt Inſtances from one another, by in

ſerting the u, and write ſubject to thus 7 .

he may ,

Other Prepoſitions, which are denoted in the

Table of the Alphabet by a ſingle Conſonant,

may , in like Manner, be joined to the preced

ing Word ; as in the Example, He made ſome

good Obſervations upon it, Obſervations upon may

be written thus s . Nor will there be any

great Danger of the Readers being puzzled by

miſtaking ſuch like Marks for ſingle Words ;

for it will not often happen , that the two Con

fonants
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ſonants, of which they are compoſed, will form

any Word, ſcarcely ever that they will form

ſuch a Word, as will ſuit the Place, and agree

with the Context. A little Cuſtom will , there

fore, ſoon ſuggeſt to the Learner, that the two

Marks muſt denote two Words ; the latter of

which , being repreſented in his Short-hand Al

phabet by the latter conſonant Mark, muſt,

for that Reaſon , immediately occur to him.

R. 12 ,-Prepoſitions generally require after

them either a Noun, or a Pronoun . The Pro

nouns being few in Number, and in all Lan

guages uſed as Subſtitutes for Nouns , muſt oc

cur very frequently, and by that Means ſoon

become familiar to the Learner ; the Pronoun ,

for that Reaſon , may be joined to the Prepo

ſition , without Danger of creating any Difficul

ty to the Reader.

As for Example, he gave it h to me, he

left it h to my , Le to us, ! to you,
V to

our, v to your, &c . The h, th, or wh may,

for the Sake of joining, be dropped in the Pro

nouns, which begin with thoſe Letters, as his,

this, whom, &c. and we may write to his thus

L. , to this L., diſtinguiſhing, if it ever ſhould

be thought neceſſary, his from this, by the dif

ferent Situation of the Point ; to her and to their

thus V ; for a Diſtinction between them cannot

be made, as was done in the Inſtance before,

L
by
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by the different placing of the Point ; but the

Senſe of the Paſſage will eaſily ſhow which it

muſt be . To whom h , to thoſe, or to wbofe L ,

to which , to each h , it was not u IN MY

Power, it was thrown UNDER MY Feet, he

came and dwelt AMONGST US, you may de

pend UPON ME .

This Rule is not to be reſtrained to thoſe Pre

pofitions only, which are denoted in the Table

of the Alphabet by a ſingle Conſonant, as among ,

under, upon, &c . but may
be extended to others,

which muſt, in that Caſe, be repreſented by their

firſt Conſonant, and be joined to the Pronoun ,

as he did it WITH MY Conſent. This will

occaſion no Ambiguity, fincep cannot in this

Place ſignify the Word will; for ſuch a Sen

tence as be did it will my Confent, would be nei

ther Senſe, nor Grammar. Its ſituation in the

Sentence, and Connection with the pronominal

Adjective my mark plainly, that it muſt be fome

Prepoſition , which begins with w.

And though ſeveral Prepoſitions ſhould begin

with the ſame Conſonant, yet they may be writ

ten in this Manner, provided that the preceding or

following Words be ſuch , as will ſerve to di

ftinguiſh them , and ſhew which of them muſt

needs there be meant, as in the following Ex

àmple, He came privately and took it away

WITHOUT MY Knowledge. To loop to to mean

an
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e

it

an Action was much . BENEATH his Dignity.

It ish BEYOND MY Reach. Above
may

be di

ſtinguilhed from beyond by prefixing the initial

Vowel , as it is 2 ABOVE MY Comprehenſion .

They divided it equally l BETWEEN THEM ,
He

bad the Impudence to do it I BEFORE MY Face.

He did it ſlyly k BEHIND MY Back.

.

Y

е

;

But it is to be noted here, that, when the

Prepoſitions, themſelves are abbreviated , as in

theſe Inſtances above , they cannot help to

explain other Words, as they did in thoſemen

tioned in the beginning of the 11th Rule, in

which they were directed to be written plainly ;

for it would be very puzzling, indeed, if that

Word, which was to aſſiſt in explaining others,

wanted Explanation itſelf.

1

R. 13,-After the Learner has , by a little

Practice, made the laſt Method of Abbrevia

tion familiar to him , he may venture to com

bine it with the foregoing, and join the preced

ing Word, the Prepoſition, and Pronoun all

together ; and as he had learned before to write .

belongs to thus ., and as the laſt Rule taught

him to write to me thus bo , he may now join

them all together, and write belongs to me thus

dh , extends to us thus L., agreed with methus

Telo , depend upon me sa , Obſervations upon this

so He was a notorious Traytor and caught in

actual wo REBELLION AGAINST HIS Ma

jefty.

L2
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jeſty. He was an ill-natured Man , and always

endeavouring to fow h . DissenTIONS AMONGST

His Neighbours, &c .

When a Pronoun , or a Prepoſition and Pro

noun follow the Verb, and are themſelves fol

lowed by a Prepoſition and pronominal Adjec

tive, they may all be joined together, as I

CONGRATULATED HIM UPON HIS , &c. I

B CONDOLED WITH HIM UPON HIS, &c.

The Wordsfome, any, none, which, each, both,

&c. followed by a Prepoſition and Pronoun,

may, agreeably to this Rule, be denoted by

their firſt Conſonants, and be joined to the Pre

poſition , and Pronoun, as h ſome of them ,

y : any of us, none of them, is both of

them, on which of them , on each of them ,

&c. The firſt Dot is inſerted to diſtinguiſh the

Words from one another, which begin with the

fame Confonant, as none, any, &c. The latter

Dot muſt never be omitted , as it is the appoin

ted way of Writing the Pronouns, when join

ed to Prepoſitions; as h of them .

R. 14 - After the Learner has for ſome Time

accuſtomed himſelf to the foregoing Rule, he

may advance a Step further, and join the Ad

verbs preceding the Verbs, and the Subſtan

tives following the pronominal Adjectives, to

the
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the Verbs and Adjectives reſpectively, denoting

both the Adverbs , and Subſtantives by their

firſt Conſonants, or at moſt by their firſt Con

ſonants and Vowels ; as, for Example , you may

300 SAFELY DEPEND UPON MY WORD*.

Difficult as this may ſeein to a new Beginner,

yet Habit, and a little Reflection upon the Na

ture of our Language, will quickly render it

eaſy to him. His own Experience will ſoon

convince him, that Contractions, when judi

ciouſly made, may be more certainly and eaſily

read, than the unexperienced are apt to imagine.

It
may, perhaps, for a while at the firſt, be a good

Method to take the Contractions to Pieces, writ

ing in Long-hand exactly what is given in Short

hand . The foregoing Contraction fo tranſcribed

would ſtand thus, you may fam - d upon my

W- Here the Prepoſition upon will ſoon

ſuggeſt, that the preceding Word, beginning

with the Conſonant de muſt be depend; and the

Word denoted by its initial Letters fa, coming

betwixt the auxiliary may, and the Verb depend,

is by its Situation , according to the uſual Ar

rangement of Words in our Language, plainly

enough marked to be an Adverb ; ſo that it is

nearly the ſame, as if it had been written thus,

You

* As a Subſtantive muſt neceſſarily follow the Adjective my, there

was no occaſion to place the Point at the End of the b to ſhow ,

that it was one.
1
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You may fa — ly depend upon my W ~ , which is

too plain a Deſcription, to prove a Stumbling

block to any attentive Reader.

R. 15, -- Many commmon Phraſes, formed

by à Subſtantive preceded by the Prepoſitions

with, without, in, &c. and followed by to, of,

&c. may be very conveniently contracted, as

01. with Regard, Reſpect, or Reference to . Не

bafely broke his Promiſe.ex wiTHOUT ANY RE

GARD TO His Honour, 1. in Relation to , in

order to, by in Conſequence, Compariſon, or Conf

deration of, N in obedience to your, ne by

Reaſon of bis, 1 by Virtue of bis. In this In

ſtance the proportionably little hows, that

the Mark following it is to be divided into two

Letters.hupon Account of, it was not } IN

THE POWER OF Man to ſave him , &c.

R. 16,–Common adverbial Phraſes are, in

like Manner, often denoted by their initial Con

fonants joined together, as n for the future,

at the ſame Time, 3 at preſent, win in this

Manner, in like Manner, ces in a great

Meaſure, Yo in the ſame Manner, or info

much that , * ſo much the more, en in the mean

Time, we in general, y in particular, &c.

And when the Proportion of Equality is ex

preſſed by ro - as, or as as, with ſome one

Word intervening, they may be all joined to

gether
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gether as n ſo much as,

as well as, Z as long as,

as much as, L

as good, or as

great as, &c .

R. 17.—The Contractions , which may
be

made, when it is or it was are followed by an

Adjective, and to or that , are ſo numerous , that

we muſt content ourſelves with giving a few of

the moſt uſual, as ri. it is impoſſible to, 14.it

was unneceſſary to, t. it is contrary to, it is

according to, r it is obſervable that, tv it is

evident that, trit is demonſtrable that, kur

it is not to be ſuppoſed that, &c.

The Methods of Abbreviation , which have

been taught and explained in the preceding Pages,

are ſuch , as are of moſt common Uſe and Praca

tice ; and tho they are not many in Number,

yet they are very extenſive in their Application ;

for a Sentence can fcarce occur, in which ſome or

other of them will not find a Place . But , yet

we are far from pretending to have exhauſted

the Subject. An accurate, and affiduous Attention

to the Nature and Idiom of our Language may

ſuggeſt others , as uſeful, and extenſive as theſe .

Proper Care being taken to lay a right Founda

tion, the lawful, that is the legible Ways of

contracting will increaſe , in Proportion to the

Writers Want of them . The more he writes ,

the more conciſely he may venture to write,

and yet be able to read his Contractions with

Eaſe ;
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Eaſe ; provided that he builds them upon ſome

known Particularity of our Language : for which

Reaſon we have been more ſollicitous to explain

the Grounds of our Rules, than curious in the

Choice, or copious in the Number of Examples.

But it may not be amiſs, before we conclude,

to make a Remark or two upon Abbreviations

in general. Firſt , that in all the various Ways,

that can be taken , of contracting, ( that is of

deſcribing Words by ſome ſhorter Method , than

that of writing all the Conſonants, of which

they conſiſt) Care muſt be taken , when the

Contraction conſiſts of two or more Words join

ed together, that no one Word of it be repre

fented by more than one Character ; and, ſe

condly, that the whole Mark by ſome means

or other, if poſſible, be ſhown to be a Contrac

tion , as it has been generally done in the fore

going Pages, either by the Inſertion of Points

in the Middle of the Marks , as T for ſome

of them, (which, when Diſpatch is required , is

never practiſed to denote Vowels in the Middle

of Words ; ) or by the unuſual ending of the

Mark, as 1. for liable to, it 'r appears that ;

for few Words, ( ſince the Termination etb, ſo

frequent in Scripture Language, is now almoſt

grown obſolete,) end in tb ; or by the unuſual

joining of the Marks, as 4 in the, F it is, &c .

Otherwiſe the Reader might be puzzled in

hunting for ſome one Word conſiſting of the

Letters,

1

+
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Letters , which are written : Whereas if he

knows it to be a Contraction , he is not be

wildered in his Reſearches, but is , at firſt, di

rected the right Road, and has nothing to do,

but to ſearch after ſome Word for
every

Charac

ter, which will ſuit the Deſcription, and agree

with the Context.

And when Contractions are judiciouſly made,

the Learner, provided he will obſerve the Cau

tion already given , ( and which cannot be too

often repeated) of beginning with the eaſieſt,

and of not proceeding to a ſecond, until the

firſt is become familiar, will certainly find the

Difficulty of decyphering them leſſen every

Day. Many, who have been for ſome Time

accuſtomed to them , find them as eaſy to read,

as Words written at greater Length ,

But, fuppofing that there was more Difficulty

in the Reading of them ; yet, provided that

they may be certainly made out by due Atten

tion to the Subject treated upon , and the Idiom

of the Language, it will be ſufficient : For

the Learner muſt be advertiſed , that theſe Con

tractions were not deſigned to be taught, as the

common ſtandard Method of writing Short

all Occaſions. That Method , which

was taught in the firſt Part, and which will be

as eaſily read, upon a little Practice, as common

Long-hand , will be found ſufficiently ſhort for

M all

hand upon
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all common Purpoſes; and it ſhould therefore

be kept to, when very great Diſpatch is not

required .

In the Inſtance of following a Speaker, all

Helps, that can be had from the Properties of

our Language, and can be expreſſed intelligibly

by the Letters of our Short-hand Alphabet,

muſt be made uſe of.

All Inventors of Short -hand have found the

Neceſſity, in that Caſe, of denoting Words by

ſome more expeditious Method, than that of

writing all the Letters, of which they conſiſt ;

but moſt of them have, for that Purpoſe, un

happily fallen upon the Expedient of making

numberleſs arbitrary Marks, to ſignify particu

lar Words, and Phraſes, which alſo were often

choſen rather upon Account of their Length ,

than their frequent Occurrence.

1

1

But this injudicious Application of their ara

bitrary Marks is far from being the only Ob

jection againſt them . The ſtrongeſt by far is,

that they made their Methods very burthen

ſome to the Memory, tedious and difficult to

be learned , but veryſoon and readily forgotten ;

and alſo rendered their Writings ſcarcely legible

to the Writers themſelves, unleſs they ſat down

to decypher them immediately, whilſt every

Thing was freſh in their Memory ; but to others,

they
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they were almoſt always illegible. The World

by this Means has been deprived of the La

bours of ſeveral learned Men, of which , had a

regular Syſtem of Short-hand been then com

monly uſed, it might now have enjoyed the

Benefit.

But theſe Objections lye not againſt the Me

thods of Abbreviation here taught. They bur

then the Memory with no new and arbitrary

Marks, and with but few Rules for the Ex

tenſion of the Powers of the alphabetical Cha

racters ; and yet thoſe Rules are ſo general , and

applicable to ſuch a Multitude of Caſes perpe

tually occuring, that they give this Syſtem the

Advantage, even in point of Expedition , over

arbitrary Marks, and at the ſame time leave

the Writing legible, whatever length of Time

intervenes, not only to the Writer himſelf, but

alſo to every Fellow -practiſer of the fame Me

thod.

*
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*
*
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A Summary of the preceding Rules of

Abbreviation.

RULE FIRST,

O join the auxiliary Verbs, the Particle

not, and the Pronouns together , as >

can be, v bave or has been, ~ muſt be, y can

not be, W be muſt be, gy be cannot be, w

ought not to be, & c. Page 55 .

T

R. 2, To join the Marks in an unuſual Man

ner, in order to ſhew , that each particular Mark

denotes a Word, and not a ſingle Letter, as

4 in the, t it is, 7 as it is, + hnce it is, r

it was, ry it was not to be, tv it ſeems to be,

&c . P. 56.

R. 3 , To denote derivative Adjectives, Sub

ftantives, or Adverbs by placing a Point in a

particular Manner after the Word, from which

they are derived, as Vy forgetful, V Forget

fulneſs, 14. forgetfully, Lu reaſonable, L

Reaſonableneſs, L reaſonably, &c. P. 57 .

R. 4, To denote ſuch Words , as , either by

their frequent Occurrence, or particular Rela

tion to the Subject, are eaſily diſcoverable, by

their firſt Conſonant, or firſt vowel and Conſo

nant, with the adjective, ſubſtantive, or adverb

Point
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Point annexed, as Life and ~ IMMORTALÍTY

are brought to Light by the e Gospel. The

RESURRECTION of the Dead, and a future State

of , REWARDSand PUNISHMENTS, &c.

And alſo for denoting the Adjectives, which

uſually accompany ſuch Subſtantives, by their

firſt Conſonant joined to the Subſtantive, as with

2. HUMBLE SUBMISSION to your Lordſhip, &c.

P. 58 .

R
.
5 To place a Dot at the Point of Con

currence of two conſonant Marks, to denote

two Subſtantives connected together by ſome

Prepoſition, which is omitted : as the į Love

of God . We muſt place all our ae Confidence in

God. Our Saviour expreßly commands all bis Dif

ciples to return ej Good for Evil, &c .

And alſo if an Adjective precedes either the

firſt or ſecond Subſtantive, to join them all to

gether, taking care always to place the Dot at

the End of the firſt Subſtantive, as the cei

great goodneſs of God . His Majeſty they

King of Great Britain , &c. P. 62 ,

R. 6, To place a ſubſtantive Point before

a ſingle conſonant Mark, to denote that the

Subſtantive is to be repeated with ſome inter

vening Prepoſition, as , ( Day by Day. From

i Time to Time, &c . P. 67 .

R. 7
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R. 7, For placing the ſubſtantive, adjective,

or adverb Point before two or more confonant

Marks, to denote two or more Subſtantives,

Adjectives, or Adverbs connected by a Con

junction : as , our bleſſed ¿ Lord and Saviour.

The Precepts both of Y NATURAL AND RE

VEALED Religion. We muſt live e ſoberly,

righteouſly, and godly, &c. P. 67.

R. 8 , To expreſs long Words by their firſt

Syllable, with as many Points annexed , as there

are Syllables wanting : as, 7 Multitude, 7...

Correſpondence, &c.

When great Diſpatch is required , the an

nexed Points may be omitted, as, Difficulty,

e Signification. P. 68 .

R. 9 , To expreſs Words by their Prepoſi

tions, together with the next Conſonant and

Vowel , or next Conſonant only : as, ( f. delibe

rate, h Tranſmutation, le . Recommendation ,

4. Confanguinity, conveniently, &c.

The Terminations ing or ed muſt be added to

the Participles, inſtead of the Points : as, °F

conſidering, conſidered.

If the Words begin with double or treble

Prepoſitions, the Prepoſitions muſt be all joined

together : as, so Repreſentation, mr. Mifre

preſentation, gy Incomprehenſibility.

And
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And further, for denotingſelf and ſelves after

the Pronouns ; and foever, after the words what,

who, whom , &c . as , A myſelf, fitfelt, /

ourſelves ; ?- whatſoever, h- whomfoever, &c.

P. 69 .

R. 10, For denoting Words by their firſt

Conſonant and Vowel , and their Terminations :

as / arbitrary, .) Opportunity, &c. P. 72 .

R. II , For denoting, by their firſt Conſonant,

ſuch Words, as are eaſily diſcoverable by the

means of the particular Prepoſitions, which

they require; as , this ) BELONGS to me . He

made ſomegood OBSERVATIONs upon it. We

muſt e GUARD againſt ſuch Paſions as we are

moſt 6 LIABLE to, &c.

And alſo for joining ſuch Prepoſitions to the

preceding Words , as this to belongs to, to

liable to, s Obſervations upon . P. 73 .

R. 12 , For joining Pronouns to Prepoſitions,

as h to me, La to us, to his, ha to whom ,

2. amongſt us, hom with my,
&c . P.77

R. 13 , For joining the preceding Word, the

Prepoſition, and Pronoun all together ; as , ha

belongs to me, ela agreed with me, so depend

upon me, s Obſervations upon this, &c.

And
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And alſo for denoting the Words, fome, any,

inone, which , &c. by their firſt Conſonant, and

joining them to the Prepoſition and Pronoun :

as, h Some of them, y : any of us, &c . P. 79 .

R. 14, For joining Adverb , Verb, Prepofi

tion , pronominal Adjective, and Subſtantive all

together ; as , you may 36 Safely depend upon my

word. P. 8o .

R. 15 , For abbreviating common Phraſes,

formed by a Subſtantive preceded by the Prepo

fitions, with, without, in , &c . and followed by

to, of &c . as . with Regard, Reſpect, or Re

ference to, 1. in order to, by in Conſequence,

Compariſon, or Conſideration of, &c. P. 82 .

R. 16 , For denoting common adverbial

Phraſes, by the initial Conſonants joined toge

ther ; as n for the future, f in like Manner,

ces in a great Meaſure, &c. P. 82 .

R
.

17,
Inſtances of Contractions, when it is,

or it was , are followed by an Adjective, and to

or that ; as H. it is impoſible to, w it is ob

Jervable that, ry , it was unneceſary to, &c.

P. 83 .

FINI S.
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